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EC"s Delors Says Yugoslav Federation ‘Finished’ 

LD0907 174391 Paris France-Inter Radio Network 

in French 1500 GMT 9 Jul 91 

[Excerpt] The EC no longer believes in maintaining a 
Yugoslav federation. EC rresident Jacques Delors 
believes that the federation in its present form is fin- 
ished. However, one must avoid Yugoslavia being split 
up, Jacques Delors warned. [passage omitted] 

G-7 Considers Gorbachev Reguest for Economic Aid 

AL 0907151091 Paris AFP in English 1430 GMT 
9 Jul 9] 

[Text] Paris, July 9(AFP)}—The Group of Seven (G7) expect 
to present a finely-balanced and cautious, bul constructive, 
response to Soviet leader Mikhail Gorbachev's calls for 
Western backing for economic reforms, well-placed Euro- 
pean sources said here. But they reaffirmed after high-level 
preparatory talks at the weekend that there was “no ques- 

tion of signing a multi-billion dollar cheque” at the planned 
meeting in London next week between Mr. Gorbachev and 
leaders of Britain, Canada, France, Germany, Italy, Jayan 
and the United States. 

They said “solid bases” were required for productive 
discussions on Western support for reforms in the Soviet 
economy, and a “capital condition” in this respect would 
be the signing of the Treaty of Union between the 
“centre” and the Soviet republics in order to secure 
political stability. 

According to these sources, the Western leaders, despite 
“shades of opinion” as to the “conditionality” of 
Western assistarce, agree that “a process of accelerated 
reforms” 1s indispensable in the Sovict Union. However, 
an official in a European capital commented, “The 
reality 1S that at this point, we don't know how Mr. 
Gorbachev will approach this get-together.” 

Reports from Moscow said that Mr. Gorbachev and 
leaders of nine Soviet republics, including Russian pres- 
ident Boris Yeltsin, on Monday endorsed a joint eco- 
nomic programme to be presented to the G7 leaders at 
the London meeting on July 17. 

The meeting 1s scheduled immediately after the seven 
countries’ annual economic summ>t hosted this year by 

British Prime Minister John Mayor. 

As intensive preparations for the London caucus con- 
tinued, top economists from four international financial 
bodies were on Tuesday completing informal talks in 
Moscow with senior Sovict officials. The team included 
chief economists and experts of the International Mon- 
etary Fund (IMF). the World Bank, the Organization for 
Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) and 
the European Bank for Reconstruction and Develop- 
ment (EBRD), officials of the four bodies said. 
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They flew to Moscow at the weekend at the request of the 
Soviet Government to explain the urgency of market-based 
reform: to forestall a Soviet cconomic collapse, sources 
close to the team said. “They may be helping Mr. Gor- 
bachev with his speaking notes,” onc official commented. 

In a joint analysis of the Soviet economy, drawn up last 
year al the request of the G7, the four institutions 
advised Moscow to tackle its problems head-on through 
radical market-based reforms rather than trying a 
gradual approach. 

European officials said the London summit response to 
Mr. Gorbachev was likciy to focus on a number of 
concrete and practical points, including a decision to 
give the four institutions a renewed mandate to keep 
Soviet reform efforts under review. 

They said there was a “virtual consensus” that the 
integration of the Soviet Union into the world economic 
system would be facilitated by granting i a provisional 
special associate status in the IMF. 

IMF sources said its lawyers were already looking into 
the legal implications of such a move, intended to 
facilitate access to IMF economic, monetary and finan- 
cial expertise. 

The European sources said the summit would also dis- 
cuss the need for increased technical aid, combined with 

food aid to the Soviet Union. 

They said the European participants in the summit, 
including the European Community (EC) representa- 
tives, were looking for endorsement of closer coopera- 
tion with the Soviet Union in the energy field, based in 
part on the EC proposal for a European energy charter, 
and on the urgent need to rehabilitate the Soviet gas line 
network. “Up to 40 per cent of the gas carried is lost 
because of wear and disrepair,” an expert said, noting 
‘hat European industry was very much interested in such 
a project. 

Germany's Genscher Addresses WEU Assembly 

LD0807191991 Berlin ADN in German 1716 GMT 
8 Jul 9] 

[Text] Bonn (ADN)}—Through the strengthening and 
expansion of relations between the Western European 
Umon (WEL) and the states of Central and Eastern 
Europe, including the USSR, the Federal Republic 
intends to promote the WEU as a factor of stability im 
Europe. Federal Foreign Minister Hans-Dictrich Gen- 
scher emphasized this plan in a speech to the members of 
the WEU Assembly in Bonn today. On | July ut was 
Germany's turn to take over for one year the presidency 
of the union to which France, Belgium, Luxembourg, the 
Netherlands, Great Britain, Germany, Italy, Spain, and 
Portugal belong. Speaking to the parliamentarians, Gen- 
scher referred to the task of the Council of Europe to 
establish more precisely the role of the WEU as a 



t~ 

component of the European integration process. First 1 
was a question of developing efficent working relations 
besween the EC, the WEU., and NATO wath, at the same 
tume, a gradual expansion of the security political coop- 

eration within the framework of the joint foreign and 
security policies. According to the munuster. the efforts 
for “an operational role for the WEU™ 1s being continued 
and an example of this 1s the German-French study on a 
strategic sea/air transport Component 

Arms Control Meeting Begins in Paris 8 Jul 

LDOSO7 213991 Paris France-Inter Radio Network 
in French 1400 GMT 8&8 Jul 9] 

| Text] Opening in Paris of the mecting of the Big Five on 
arms sales: The five permanent members of the UN 

Security Council, as well as the maim producers and 
exporters of weapons, are meeting at the moment to try 

to draw up cthics for the arms trade. China, the United 
States, the USSR, Great Britain, and France are repre- 

sented by semor officials at this meeting, which 1s duc to 
end tomorrow evening 

Democracy Conference Opens in Switzerland 

LDOSO7 105191 Bern Swiss Radio International 
im Enelish 1000 GUT & Jul 91 

| Text) An snternational conference on the promotion of 

democracy has opened at the Center for Moral Rearma- 

ment mn the village of Caua m western Switzerland. The 
opening session of the conference was attended by about 
480 delegates from 20 countries, including senior Sovict 

and Chinese diplomats at the United Nations mn Geneva 

Discussions at the opening session focused on the role of 
small nations, regions and cthnic minorities im the 
building of a new Europe 

Swiss, German, Austrian Finance Ministers Meet 

LDOCOUCU3ASYS1 Bern Swiss Radio International 

m Enelish 1530 GMT 6 Jul 91 

[Text] The finance ministers of Switzerland, Germany, 

and Austria meeting in the German city of Dresden have 
spoken in favor of harmonizing their taxation ard finan- 
cial guidelines. Switzerland's Finance Minister Otto 
Stich was quoted as telling journalists in Dresden that 
continuing lack of coordination would bring new disad- 
vantages. Mr. Stech sand hes German and Austrian coun- 

terparts, Theo Warge! and Ferdinand Lacina, discussed 
the economic and monctary situation of the three coun- 

tres as well as developments in Eastern Europe 

(on Sunday the three ministers will meet thei counter- 

parts from Hungary, Poland, and Czechoslovakia 
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CSCE Interparliamentary Union Conference Held 

110407080991 Tirana ATA in English 0856 GMT 
3 Jul 91 

{From the speech made by the chairman of the Presi- 
dency of the People’s Assembly of the Republic of 
Albama, Dr. Kastriot Islami, at the CSCE Interparhia- 
mentary Union Conference 1 Vienna on 2 July] 

[Text] Tirana, Jul 3(A .A}—First of all, | want to cxpress 
the satisfaction of the Alban«an parliamentary delegation 
that the representative: of the Albanian delegation are 
participating im thes meeting of the Interparliamentary 
U'mion, devoted to the question of European security and 
cooperation, only few days after Albania became a full 
member of the Conference on Security and Cooperation 
in Europe. the chairman of the presidency of the People’s 
Assembly pointed out. 

Further on, he said that as representatives of the Alba- 
man people to the highest law-making organ of this 
country, we publicly capress once again our commitment 

that Albania will always be a worthy member of the big 
European family. will observe all the agreements of the 
Helsinki Final Act, of the Paris Charter and other 
documents of the CSCE and will make all efforts to 
render its contribution to the preservation of security 
and strengthening of cooperation and understanding in 
Europe and beyond 

After speaking of the democratic developments in 
Albania, the speaker sasd that all these developments 
testify to the fact that, despite the lack of experience and 
difficulties duc to the comple. situation, parhamentary 
democracy 1s being carried out rn Albania. Along the new 
road ut has embarked on, our country needs the support 

and cooperation of the European peoples and countrics, 
of all the democratic forces the world over. We find and 
ask thes support also in the Interparhamentary Umon as 
the most umportant democratic institution. 

Further on, the chairman of the presidency of the People's 
Assembly underlined that we, the Albanian parhamentar- 
sans, are following with interest the laiest developments on 
the European continent. Al the present time, we are cupe- 
rencing the birth of a new architecture of security and 
cooperation m Europe, m which the CSCE plays a key role. 
As the last Berlin meeting showed, the CSCE process is 
being associated with new ideas, to transform our continent 
mito a real zone of securtty and cooperation among the 

countnes and peoples 1 consists of 

In addition, in his address, Mr. Kastrot Iolami spoke of 
the change of the concept of security, a merging of 
coonomic, political and social factors, as well as those of 
the development of democracy and human nights. Pres- 
ently, in Europe, he stresses, there os the danger that the 
wall of military blocs and confrontations, which the wall 
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of Berlin symbolized, could be replaced by a new cco- 
nomic wall, the division into mch and poor peopic, im 

developed and underdeveloped zones within our conti- 
nent. Hence, we are of the opinion that the CSCE should 
play an important role om thes direction 

It os clear that a new democratec Europe cannot cx 

withoul sinct respect for human mghts, as onc of the 
main undies of the level of democracy. Hence. the role 
of the CSCE on thes direction 1s emportant with regard to 

opening the office for the organisation of free clections 
based in Warsaw as well as the creation of other semilar 
institutions, which will contribute to and encourage the 
development of democracy and respect for human nghts 
in the European countries 

In conclusion, the speaker stressed that we support these 
developments. We marmtain that, in all thes process, our 
role, the role of national parliaments and of the mmterpar- 
hamentary umon 1s of special nmportance to back up the 
process of the CSCE as a umque organism which ©. 
motes the cause of European security, cooperation, and 
micgration, where cach participant feels that 1 1s an 
equal member of the European family or of a new 
Euro-Atlantic community 

Disagreement Over Kosovo 

100407130391 Tirana ATA in Enelish 1010GM1 
4 Jul 91 

[Text] Tirana, July 4(ATA)}—The Albaman parhamen- 
tary delegation, headed by Dr. Kastriot Islami, met in 
Vienna with the Spanish delegation headed by Miguel 
Martinez, head of the interparliamentary group 

The Albaman parliamentary delegation headed by Dr. Kas- 
trot Islam: met with the English parhamentary delegation. 
headed by Michael Clark, deputy of the House of Com- 
mons, as well as with the Danish parliamentary delegation 

The Albaman parhamentary delegation met also with 
the German delegation headed by Mr. Fischer, with the 
US delegation and with the French parhamentary dele- 
gation, headed by Senator Andre Fosset 

In the July 3 discussion at the 7th conference of the 
European Interparhamentary Union. the Yugoslav dele- 
gate argued, among other things, about the Albaman 
delegation’s address on the defence of the democratic 
rights of the Albanians residing mm their territones im 
Yugoslavia. He repeated the old Yugoslav thesis, consid- 
ering this as an interference into the internal affairs of 
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Yugoslavia and stated that he was surprised at the 
Albanian dcicgatc who dared to speak of the nghts of the 
Albanian minority m Yugoslavia, at a time when the 
Yugoslav minoriics in Albania do not enjoy such mghts 

In hes interpellation, the bead of the Albaman dcicga- 
tion, Dr. Kastrot Islam, sard, among other thongs. that 
we do not agree with the assessment of the Yugoslay 

representative, because the 3 milhon Albanians m 
Kosovo and other territones of Yugoslavia are not a 
minonty bul represent a real force to be taken into 
consideration for the solution of the Yugoslav crisis. The 
exclusion of the Albamans from the talks docs not give 
hope for definsiive solutvon. We cannot acoept the denial 
of Albamans’ nights in Yugoslavia. 

Hungarian Official Comments 

LDOSO7U92591] Budapest MT1 in English 1820 GMI 
4 Jul 9! 

[ Text) Budapest, July 4 (MT1}—tiengary considers ut a 
mayor development that Romania was prepared to sign 
an international document on the collective mghis of 
minorities, Alajos Dornbach, deputy speaker of parla- 
ment, told MT1l on Thursday 

Dornbach headed a delegation to the Vienna session of 
the CSCE member states of the Inter-Parhamentary 
Limon (IPL!) on the first three days of July. 

Jorsef Bratinka, member of the Executive Commutice of 
IPU's Hungarian group, sand the member states evaluated 
the mam stages of the CSCE process, and discussed the 
future of IPL. The wea of holding conferences like the 
CSCE, with the involvement of the European Mediterra- 
nean countnes and some African states was also rarsed 

OECD Council Opens Meeting in Berlin 

LDOI07091891 Hambure DPA in German OSS GMI 

3 Jul 9! 

[Text] Berlin (DPA/V WD)>—The Council of the Organs 
vation for Economic Cooperation and Development 
(OECD) met mm Berlin thes morning. It will familiarize 
itself with the situation im the new laender. The formal 
session of the counci!. attended by ambassadors from 24 
Western industrialized states, as agreed in May, 1s 
chaired by OECD General Secretary Jean laude Paye 
The visit was arranged as a collective gesture of OECD 
solidarity for the new federal lacnder, and ut s to 

promote concepts and opportunities for imternational 

participation im their coonomic reconstruction 
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Country To Follow EC Lead on Slovenia, Croatia 

LDO9O7 205191 Budapest Kossuth Radio Network 

in Hungarian 2000 GMT 9 Jul 91 

[Text] There ss no guer*son of Ausina being the first to 
recognize the independence of Slovema and Croatia. The 
spokesman for the Austnan Government outlined his views 
about thes maticr to our correspondent. Tamas Frey 

[Begin recording] [Frey] At the mmmiative of the two 
largest parties, the Social Democrats and the People’s 
Party, members of the Vienna parliament authorized the 
Ausinan Government to recognize the independence of 
Slovenia and Croatia—but, of course, only on certam 

conditions. Here « the spokesman for the Austnan 
Foreign Ministry: 

{Spokesman, in German, fading to Frey's translation] The 
conditions are that the Austnan Goverament must take into 

account the micrnational situation of .\usina and the pos- 

thon taken by the EC, sand (Walter Gre ner). This means, be 
adds, that Austra only wishes to establish diplomatic rela- 
tons with Slovema, and Croatia if the occassion arises, 
yountly with the other European countnes 

There «s therefore no question whatsoever, says the 
spokesman for the Austrian Foreign Ministry. that Aus- 
tna would wish to break the we and be the first to 

recognize the independence of the two Yugos a) 
hes. fend recording] 

repub- 
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Export of Civilian Weapons to SFRY Banned 

411.:0907114391 Vienne Oesterreach Eins Radio 

Network in German 1000GMT 9 Jul 91 

[Text] At today’s mecting. the cabunct adopted a decree 
banning the caport of weapons for civilian use, such as 

sports nfles. to Yugoslavia. Chancellor Vranuzky stated 
that the federal government has received hints that larger 
amounts of arms for civilian use that are not subject to the 
arms cxport law were ready for transport to Yugoslavia. 

Firearms Stopped at Airport 

40 1007091791 Urenna DER STANDARD in German 

10 Jul Yipl 

[“tom™ report: “Customs Officials at Schwechal Airport 
Stop Weapons Export to Yugoslavia’) 

[Excerpt] Vienna—C ustoms officials at Vienna's Schwe- 
chat Airport stopped the cxport of about 2.5 tonnes of 
small firearms to Yugoslavia. This was confirmed by an 
Intervor Minsstry spokesman on 9 July. Austrian Airlines 

refused to transport the weapons, he stated. Ii 1s not yet 
clear what ail) happen to the firearms. Yesterday the 
cabinet adopted a decree banning the export of any kind 
of weapons and ammunition from Austra to Yugo- 
slavia. Another decree which would also ban the transit 

of weapons destined for Yugoslavia will be proposed by 

Economics Minister Schuessel in parliament on 10 July 
[passage omitted] 
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LSSR Breakep Could “Destroy” Chances for Peace 

LDOVO"2007°U! Hambure DPA in German 1011 GMT 
¥ Jul 9 

| Text) Pars (DPA}—C hancellor Helmut Kohl says the 
LSSR's breakup well destroy prospects for “re”! drsar- 
mament and a lasteng peace.” Kohl told the Paris mag- 
azine INTERNATIONAL POLITICS that the West will 
commut a dangerous folly of a msks the USSR’'s collapse 
by endsscremenate support for certam Sovect republics 
imdependence moves. Kohl recalled his demand to 
USSR Pressdent Mikhail Gorbachev for a renunciation 
of the use of solence agarnst the Baltsc republics and for 
them to be granted the mght to self-determination. He 
beheves deeply that, as promised, Moscow wall in the 
end accept the nght of the Soviet peoples to Uecide their 
own tate 

Genscher Urges Western Support for Soviet Reforms 

120907120991 Hambure DPA in German 0953 GMT 
¥ Jul ¥i 

{Text} Halle (DP A}—Federal Foreign Minister Hans- 
Dyetrich Genscher. Free Democrat Party, favors a 
large-scale pornt Western and program for the Sovict 
tmon. The precendion « that the Sovict Union 
“present a well thought out and comprehensive concept 
of reform and mmplement im a determined way.” 
Crenscher sand om hes opening speech at a Foreign Min- 
istry seminar on Halle today. The seminar rs berng held to 
promote trade relatrons between castern German com- 

panes and the countres of Central and Eastern Europe. 
as well as the Sovect Umon 

‘We can see m the Sovect Umon the commitment to 
reform and to deep political, coonomic, and social 
changes It needs the full support of all Western countries 
from the very begemneng.” he continued. The historic 
chance must not be messed. There 1s still a long way to go 
to achveve full entegratron of the Soviet Unron into the 
world economy, but one has to embark on thes path now 

with determination, Genscher sand 

The most effective support for the economic reforms in 

( entral and Eastern Europe and in the Sovect Union are 
stable coonome and trade relations. Thies requires 
‘opening our markets to goods and services from the 
Fast.” The Federal Republic 1s interested im mamtaming 

the coonomec and trade relations that the former part- 

ners of the Warsaw Treaty have developed with cach 
other and with the Sovect Umon. Genscher sand the 
Hermes cxport guarantees are the most important means 
to frnancially back exports from castern Germany. In the 

cave of the Sovret Unon, these guarantees are remforced 
by the special conditrons that make « possible for the 

Soviet enterprises to recerve goods from the five new 
lacnder uemmediately and with good credit terms. This 1s 

also an essential contribution to securing employment in 
the new lacndet 

GERMANY s 

The seminar 1 being attended by members of the pre- 
sidium of the Trust Agency, industrialists fron: Savony- 
Anhalt. and cconomics cxperts from the Gerraan embas- 
ses in the East European countries 

Defense Ministry Denies Soviet CW Transports 

LD0907131191 Hambure DPA on German 1039 GMT 
Y Jul 91 

[Excerpt] Hamburg (DPA}—The Federal Defense Min- 
istry today rejected press reports saying that the Sovoect 
Umon has transporied chemical weapoas [CW] from 
castern Germany within the last few weeks. Defense 
Ministry Spokesman Karlheinz Reichert told DPA that 
the Federal Government had already been assured by 
Soviet President Mikhail Gorbachev that since 3 
October 1990—the day of German unification—CW 
were no longer stored on the territory of the Federal 
Republic. “We have no grownds to doutt this state- 
ment.” Additionally. there are no grounds to suggest that 
CW had been stored in the former GDR and had only 
just been removed. [passage omitted] 

Minister Calls For Peaceful Solution in SFRY 

LD0907 144291 Berlin ADN in German 1228 GMT 
9 Jul 9/ 

[Text] Bonn (ADN}—Once again the FRG Government 
has called wpon all political forces in Vugolavia to work 
for a peaceful and agreed solution to the conflict. The 
basis must be the EC-mediated Broom agreement on line 
with the EC, sand Helmut Schacter, minister of state in 
the Foreign Ministry, who was mm Bonn on Tuesday on 
the occasson of a visit by Zagreb Mayor Boris Buzancic, 
who «= om the FRG at the mvetation of the mayor of 
Mainz. Buzancic called on the EC mission to carry out 
its messson om Croatia as well, Croatia « prepared to 
contribute to the financing of thes mission, he stressed. 

There have been regular contacts between Mainz and 
Zagreb since 1967 and a formal sister city agreement 
since 1977. Buzancic’s vest shows that the traditonal 
and fnendly relations between the two cities are proving 
thei worth, regardicss of the criss in Vugoslavia, 
Schacter sand 

Brazilian Foreign Minister Meets \ on Weizsaccker 

1 D0907 222891 Berlin ADN on German 1126 GMT 
¥ Jul 9! 

[Text] Bonn (ADN)}—Brazthan Foreign Minister Jose 
Rezck says Brazil 1s catremely interested in the success of 
the world environment conference im Ri de Janeiro im 
June 199). The politician made this comment during 
talks with Pressdent Richard von Weizsaccker mn Bonn 
today The president emphasized German efforts to 
make the Reo conference successful, He 1s confident that 
environmental gucstions will play a role at the upooming 
world coonome summit in London. The Brazshan for- 
crgn minister also presented an overview of the situation 



im hes Country and in the rewgon. with particul at reference 
© Cooperation aimed af a jornt mz.ikct im South 
Amerna 

Parties Meet on Stabilizing Financial Policies 

L DOGO" 2320991 Berlin ADN on German 1028 GMT 
¥ Jul 9] 

[Cacerpt}] Bonn ( ADN)}—Leading figures from the governing 
pares of the Christian Democratic Umon, the Christian 
Social Umon, and the Free Democratic Party mectong m 
Bonn toxtay cleared the way for far-reaching subd) cuts 
and a stabslization of finance poliores. Under the chanrman- 
stup of Helmut Kohl, « was agreed thes would begin with 
9.75 tulhon marks [DM] m 199). For 1993 and 1994, as 
Goverment Spokesman Dieter Vogel told journalists 
amounts of DM11.67 and DM11.91 bilhon respectively are 
planned [passage omitte !] 

CDLUL's Ruehe on Party Membership, U nification 

11 O80 (09589) Hambure DER SPIEGEL in German 

8 Jul 91 pp 23-25 

jinterview with C DL Secretary General Volker Ruche 
by an enedentified DER SPIEGEL reporter. place and 
date not given “The Situation Is Disastrous”) 

[Excerpts) [passage omitted) (DER SPIEGEL) Yeu are 
accused of a lack of mmovative spore and creativity. Tt ns 

said thal you are more a government spokesman than a 
secretary general of the party 

|[Ruche] No government spokesman sould have been 
ablc to organize the clection campaigns mm 1990 And at 

the coalition negotiatvoms we succeeded as never betore 

Family poly. for mance. % purely the polcy of the 
Christian Democrat Unron (C DL} 

[DER SPIEGEL) Has the secretary general not been able 
to make these successes a CD trademark” 

{Ruche] Immediately after we achreved these sux e's 
the Gulf war started Nobody spoke about family chicy 

anymore then 

[DER SPIEGEL) By noteng that CDL demands have been 

successfully enforced m the coalten segotathem vow 
cannot free vour critics of anuecty about the CIM ''s future 

[Ruche] No one elec has revealed the development of 
membership om an internal analysers as recklessly as | ded 

The sttuatron os drsasirows om part In a number of local 

and krers assocsations there are practically no younger 

members and no women The development was alo 

taking place mm the 1980's, not past om the past two vears 

for whech | am responutte 

IDER SPIEGEL) Even of you shift the Mame for the 

disasvier on your predecewor Hemmer Creneler, you have 
not changed the situation 
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{Ruchc, The msue 1s not persor.s but facts. We lost most 
members m 1988: 29.000 In 1989 the dechne was 

reduced to about 14.600. In 1990 the loss further 
dechned with 5.000. In the meantemec. some land asso- 

crattrons have posstrve figures agamn. In 1984 the CDU mm 
the old FRG reached us absolute clhmas of 7.000 

menrbers. In the west there are only 660.000 now, im the 

cast there are an estemated 80,000 tc 100,000. lh as 

understandabic that om particular om the new lacnder the 
people are gencrally restrained comcerneng polsical par- 

tees and politics. We must do a lot to convince them—for 

mstance. wc need new forms of rallees. [passage omiticd] 

[DER SPIEGEL] New sacrifices for the crtizens-—is thes 
your newt clecthon campaign slogan” 

[Ruche] We have enormous chances as a reunited 
country. That means sacrifices pay off. The processes m 

Europe that have led to democracy and freedom have to 

be ensured Who knows what will happen to the Soviet 
lL mon over the neat few years’ | am quite sure that 

competence im these questions essentially rests with the 
(DIU and that these are topics with whech one can also 

win over the young generation. The example of Vugo- 
Slavia thows which dangers still cxrst and that the task 
has not been fulfilled at all. We will need all of the 1990's 
tor that 

[DER SPIEGEL) When will Koh! reshuffle the cabinet” 

|Ruche| | am not responsible for that, But | am sure that 
mm the course of thes legrslatiwe perro there all be an 
pam change of generation. The CDL will become 

younger 

Poll Shows Decreasing Popularity of CDL, FDP 

10 20070819! Berle SELES DEC TSC HLAND 
mm teorman & Jul Vi p 3 

[ADNOND” report “Poll CDLU FDP Continue To 
Lowe Crown] 

[Text] Merexchen—According to the latest survey of the 

Tuctongen Hierexchen Wickert Instttutes. the atmosphere 

among voters mm Germany has changed tremendously m 
ithe wader four weeks While the Chrvstian Democrat 
Limon (CDUPOhristian Socal Union (CSL) and the Free 
Democrate Party of Germany (FDP) acteewed only mar- 
ginally lew than SO percent (49.9 percent) om the last poll, 
with 16.) percent and |! 6 percent respectively, they now 

achieved only 46 > percent 

lf clecthom were held now. the result of the Bundestag 
clechom would be (DL CSL 6.) percent, Socal Demo- 
cratc Party 43.1 percent, FDP 99 percent, Green 69 

percent. and Party of Democrat Socsalem | 6 percent 
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Country's Foreign Trade Deficit Declining 

40 0607132701 Frankfurt/Main FRANAFURTER 
ILLGE MEINE in German 6 Jul 91 p tl 

{Text} Feankfent. 5 July—in May the defn of the 
German trade balance declined. According to the Fed- 
eral Vaxestocal Office. the foreign trade deficnt amounted 
to only 0.8 brihon German marks [DM], compared with 
DM1.4 tulhon wm April. In May 1990 there was still a 
surplus of M12.3 tulhon. The value of caports 
mereased m May by 1.3 percent to DM5S4.6 dilhon 
compared with the previows month Imports during this 
tome rose by 0.1 peroent to DMSS.4 bilhon. Compared 
with May 1900 exports were 7.4 percent lower, mmports 
were 19 percent higher. During the first five months of 
the year exports, at DM274.5 bilhon, undercut the 
comparabic result of lawt vear by 6 percent. umports were 
1S percent higher, armounteng to DM269.9 bilhon. In the 
balance of goods and serveces the caport surplus of 
DM4 6 belhon Uanwary to May 1990 DMS8.1 dillon) 
was turned into a deficn of DM1S.9 bilhon because of 
defrcets on transfers. During the seme pernod last year the 
western Crerman balance of goods and services regrsicred 

a surples of DM46.5 bilhon 

( nemployment Statistics for Jun Reported 

11 OR URIS) Berton NEC ZEIT on German 

SJul Vi py 

[E xcerpts) Berlin—[ passage ormetied) On 4 July Hernrch 
Franke. prewdent of the Nuremberg Federal Employ- 
ment (iffice, presented the labor market statestecs for 
June The number of unemployed m the new lacnder 
rose by about 200 to 842.504 while 1.992.600 people 
that vs about |! 000 fewer persons. were unemployed on 
the old laender’ The unemployment rate m castern 
(rermany remained at 9 5 percent. the same as mm April 

and May. Thus about 24 authon people were enem- 
ploved mm Germany in June 

According to Franke. there was also only little movement 

concerning people working short hours on castern Cret- 

many While in May about 1.97 milhon people worked 
short hours. thew number declined by about 60.000 on 

June The average lows of work amounted to $7 percent 
compared with $6 percent mn May The number of people 
working short hours on the old lacnder rose by $1,900 to 
162.500. [passage omitted) A total of 81.26) people. 
almost 15.000 more cast Ceermans than mm May. started 
advanced vocational tramwag and about | $0000 unem- 
ploved people were looking for jobs on the bass of pob 
creation measurcs [passage omitted] 

Romanian | migration to Be Slowed by Training 

LDOCOWO 0819! Berlin ADN on German 1632 GM 
* Jul 91 

[Excerpt] Bucharest (ADN>—The emigration of Roma- 
mans to Germany 1s to be slowed down by setting up 
centers for career tramneng, advice, and financial support 
Al the same time there will be oncentives for Romaman 

GERMANS 7 

@tucas who have already cmugrated to Germany to 
return some. Corresponding prosects were discussed by 
a delegatnn from the Imtersor Moinsstry led by bead of 
section Hemz Scholl and including representatives from 
the Ministry for Labor and Social Protection, the Inte- 
ror Ministry. the Defense Minestry, cll and other gov- 
erament offices om Bucharest and several of the country's 
regions. The task of the centers 1 to provide those who 
want to crmigrate and young Romanians willing to return 
to thew native country eith asd om order to establish thew 
own maternal cxrmtence 

Thes kind of center 1s the first to be established mm four 
Romanian regrons— Arad. Timis, Dumbovita. and Situ 
The Federa! Government will fimance the operation 
while the Romaman side will provide the necessary 

. The first center well open im Arad as carly as 
the beginning of 199). [passage ormeticd] 

* Support for Right Wing Growing in Bertin 

GIGEO8 244 Bevin DER MORGEN im German 

19 May Yipil 

[Article by Stephan Wichler “Republicans Advancing 
on East Berien™) 

[Text] There os something brewing mm the Dursh-white 
haze of cagaretie smoke at the Feldmarki pub im the 
Hohenschoenhausen district. An audience of some ©) 
people has gathered im the sorry-lookime pub m a new 
burlding on Preuwer Platz to take part in an information 
evening by the nghtwing Republicans. Thorsten Thaler, 
the press spokesman of the Berlin land organization. 1s 
telling the audience seated m the smoke-filled room 
separated from the tap room by a sliding glass door that 
such meetings will be held once a month from now on at 
one of the four newly establrshed drstrect organizations 
m the castern part of the city 

Party last year, the Re>ubhcans were banned as a polr- 
ical party by the former GDR Volkshammer Now, 
despite thew defeat in the 2 December 1990 election to 
the [Berlin] House of Representatives, they are 
advancing on the march castward ted by lawyer Carsten 

Pagel, ther 27 year-old land chairman. A the 
party recerved only | 9 percent of the vote mn East mn 
t has managed to recruit some SOO mew members on the 
eastern hall of the city during the past few months 

Thes rise on membership has convinced the party strate- 
grsts that the electoral debacle was not duc to a lack of a 
political message From the start, the party had promarily 
campaigned on t4e German unity msue Remickendort 
assemblyman Frank Schwerdt. a political import from 
the West who presently heads the Pankow 
Hohenschoenhausen Weisensee district chapter, feels 
that the msuc has by no means been resolved by German 

unification. “Territonal unification,” he says, “does not 
mean national unity by any stretch of the mmagination.” 
but then quickly tones down the remark im order to 
dispel any suspicron of Greater German ambitions 

“There still are so many feelings of envy on both wdes.” 
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In Thorsten Thaler’s vecw the outcome of the clection 
can better be caplamned by the fadlure of the SPD-AL 
[Socal Democrat Party-Alternative cist] coalition 
“Many people thought: I well gct md of the red-green 
coalition, so | will vote for the CDL (Christian Demo- 
cratec LU mon).~ 

Accordingly. the Republicans have sct thew soghts hegh 
for the drstrict assembly clectson neat summer and are 

aiming tO win Sscats mm as many of the assemblies as 
possible But in ther cffons to mcrease them influence on 
the castern districts of the city the Republicans are not 

wmply warting for the voters to come around to thew 
way of thenking 

When Scheerd! says “we are prepared to unite with 

other rightwing groups.” he os themkeng first of all of the 
former Democrat Awakening (DA) voters which he 
calls “a bunch of drapersed mndiveduals ~ 

Pagel has been “holding talks” for some tome with 
officeholders of the DSU [German Social Union), a 
splinter party which the Bavanan CSU (Christian Social 
Limon], ts model, would tke to see disappear from 
political life as soon as powsrble The Republicans won a 
partial victory when assemiiyman Bernd Witte, the 
charrman of DSUs Cachtenberg chapter. seriched par- 
tes Teo weeks ago—a swrtch whech Page! thinks will 
“trigger” additional moves along these lines 

Developing “National Identity ~ 

Meanwhile Sven Thomas Frank has taken the floor m 
the back room of the Feldmarkt pub. In hes mmtroduction 

press spokesman Thaler has called the 47 year-old polit. 

wal screntest and executive secretary of the Repuliicans 
Berlin land organization a “traniblazer ~ The members of 
the mived audience seem to be united solely m thew 
beverage of chowe Both the gray-haired assembiymen 
from Rewockendorf who have come as guests and the 
young men with close-cropped hai and boots who are 
sympathizers of the radical mghtwing Pree Deutsche 
Arbevterparte: (FAP) [Free German Labor Party) have 
ordered beer s as to hang on through Frank's long 
winded address 

Frank's speech which outlines the Republicans position 
on coonomen poly m the sew lacnder wnmediately 

touches upon a sore spot. He launches a sharp attack on 

Bonn polices “whose goal over the past few years has 
not been to complete the process of Crerman unifica- 
ton.” Frank calls for preserving castern Cermany’s 

mdusinial base and strongly reyects “West European 
unification schemes” which merely profit from German 
economic power “We are distributing billions 
throughout the world, just now among the Kurds.” 
Frank says. “In the neat 10 years we Crermans have 
enough to do on owr own behalf, Things cannot go on 
thes way” Now that Grermany has been rewnified, the 
(sermans must develop “a feeling of we. a common 
national identity ~ 

FBIS-WEL 91-182 
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Frank « applauded for remarks which rane justified 
doutts about the Repubslecans’ adherence to the rule of 
law. Hes audrence scems to regard uf as 2 “show of 
strength” when he refers to the termiory of the former 
GDR as “central Germany” or when be calls « incom. 

prehensble that the restoratron + cast German property 
to its former owners still takes precedence over resiitu- 
von. In proncygde, Frank says. the rule of law should 
properly be followed. But the fact 1. “to pul 1 m words 
of one syllable, they are virtually hunting for former 

owners of Jewrsh ongin who have emigrated to Austraha 
or to America and cannot really be found any more 

There are a greal many crazy aspects to thes bowness.” 

In the subsequent discussion those present quite openly 

Mate what “natronal wentity” really means to them 

Referrong to current events, one member of the audience 
wants to know “how the government could be so stupid 
as © permet Poles to cross the border without visas.” A 
s¢-o01 member of the audience 1s booed when he recalls 
thai former cotuzens of the GDR were not free to travel 
ew>er, And a thud man notes that even a Jew ("a 
member of a crever and knowledgable race.” as he puts 
it) has described the Poles “as the successors of the Jews 
m Germany ~ 

Despite or perhaps because of such statements by ther 

adherents Republican polisians constantly tend to 

stress the demmocratn character of thew party “We are 

merely callong attention to the problems which others are 
afrand to touch.” Frank says. “The Republicans are the 
had conscrence of the established political parties which 
know well enough that they are unable to resolve difficult 
problems such as those dealing with foreigners © 

Frank sharply crvtcures the “distorted coverage” of the 

Repubhcans py the media om the old laender The Repubh- 
cams have been thinking for sore tome about putting oul a 
weekly newspaper which would report “in an unpreyudwed 
fashion” on thes political message and thei political activ. 
thes Frank notes with satrsfaction that newspaper coverage 
im the new laender 1s “somewhat more objective than we are 

accustomed to om western Germany East German journal- 
ists are takhong democracy as a pronceple more serosuly than 
our papers ~ 

Limits of the Rule of Law 

Under the corcumstances, Frank feels that it « the old 
political partres whech are afrand of losing votes that lack 

an anderstanding of the democratic process rather than 
the Republecans. A democracy must be equally capable 
of acceptong a left and a night, he says. But he, too, would 
like to see Certamn tolerance limits observed. “On the kf 
there «6 the RAF [Red Army Faction), that 1s a genuine 
terrors! organization Groups to the nght of the Repub- 
heams are equally permcrous.” Frank says. “There are 
some lunatec fringes out there as well” 

At thes pownt the young FAP delegation feels challenged to 
offer a rebuttal. One of the three young men with clos- 
cropped hair complarns that the openly “democratic Repub- 
hcan position on some msucs 1s too lax ” Members of radical 
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nghtwing groups such as Ne*,onale Ajternatiwe (NA) 
|Natvonal Ahernative] of recentl deceased Neo- Nazi icader 
Michac! Kuchnen or the FAP represent a sold Moc of 
potcatsd voters which the Republicans could il afford to 
rebuff for any length of ume 

The older members of the Feidmarckt pub audience m 
particular prick up thew cars when the at most 2!) 

year-old Neo-Nazrs reduces Franks mention of “central 
Germany” to ts supposed essential meaning The line of 
argument used by the Republicans whech stresses the 
mevorabelity of the claem on German territory © an the 

1914.39 borders leaves no dowm about the strong 
impression Frank's chone of words made on hes radical 
reghtwing guests One of the older members of the 
audvence has a hard tome talking the three youths out of 
the Coreater German class and bringing them back to 
the realitees of “what  politecally doabic ” The older 
man tells the youths thal 1 “far wrser™ to have “lesser 
demands” met for the ume berg To start with, he says 
he would lhe to see the return of “Polish-acdmimnimtered 
regroms west of the Oder-Nemse line” such as Stetin 
[Szcvecen) aod Swinemuende [Semousscre] “The Poles 
are land robbers.” he says. Al same tome. however, he 
distances humseclf from the growing mmclination toward 
viohence among young nghtwing radicals by adding that 
it snot “the Poles’ windows we should bust for thes but 
Crenscher's. It does the Crerman people no good to serve 

me om prison.” 

But the Republicans, the sole mghtweng alternative on 
the ballot are not only too moderate for the racial 

rightwing fringe Twenty-one-year-old Christian 
Roessicr, chanrman of the Lichtenberg Hellersdon 
Wernsersee chapter et» recently also assumed the bead. 
estup of the Berlen chapter of the Republican vouth 
organization, feels that there 1 a gulf betwee, “he party 
officials and the party's potential target group. “In order 
to deal with the media,” he says, the orginal “workers 
party” has been onfiltrated by a9 mntetiectual leadership 
chque which “so longer wentifies with the grav roots 
clements.” Franz Scteenhuber, the Repoblicans 
natronal chairman, pursuing a “poly of accomoda. 
thon” because Se docs not know what he wants, says 
Roessier. an East Bern native who openly admits that 
he was a “radical nghtwing shinhead™ om the past 

“Startong out from the democratic ude.” Roessler 4 now 
lookung for ways to move closer to the violent scene of 
the radvcal nghtwong BPC [soccer club] fans whose rots 
he, too, comsatered “political acthons” om the days prior 

to the collapse of the former GDR. Ro ssler now puts 
some distance between himself and hes former friends 
who still belong to that same group. “They cannot wt 
quietly through some party meeting one day and then go 
out chawng grandmas aith baschall bats the day after ~ 
But based on hes own caperrences Roessier still beleves 
he os able to mtegrate these young people more readily 
“than some leftwong intellectual dreamers ~ 

GERMANY , 

* Threat of Right Radicalivm in bast Examined 

* Policy Makers Urge Dialogue 

VIGEOII A Menwh SLUEDDELTSCHE ZEITUNG in 

German 1S Jun Vip 

[Article by Stephan-Andreas Casdorff: “Dresder: Is the 
(Capital of the Right Extremists, Poltscuans Such as 
Rainer Eppeimann and 4S. wa Moechalk Seck Dialogue 
Yiath Vouth”} 

[Test] Bona—iins vouwe becomes loud and urgent 
“What we need.” says Ramer Eppeimann, “1s a stren- 
vous cflort of soledarity by churches, youth organiza- 
toms politictans He stops a moment. seems to listen to 

the words he past sad. and contenucs: “Young people 
have it ‘celong that no one 1s lesteneng to them, anyway 
‘hen they start huteng ~ 

Rar + Lopc'mann os a politician, and he 1s a clergyman 
He finds «t diificelt to separate one from the other, But 
sometimes Eppeimans doesn't even want that, some- 

tomes he delyberately combunes both. As m this case 

Right cxtremrsm os makong the rownds om castern Cer- 
many am!’ Eppelmann sees himself challenged, not only 
as @ politicuan bet also as 4 munester. So he speaks m 

pastoral terms and cites Marton Luther King who once 
preached mm the sense that the worst for victims of 
imypustice & when good people watch and keep silent 
Rainer Eppeimann docs not keep silent 

Nor dow Bernd Wagner The «het of the State Security 
Department on the Office of Fount Cretamnal Investigation 
of the five new federal laender mm Berlin 16 much too 
thankful for the cocawen to be able to say something 
about nght extremeem., which appeared in the GDR in 
the 1970's and qurckly spread, from Nazi punks, Nazi 
heavics, and the group “Zraion-B” to Voelkuscher Bund 
[Natenal League) acd National Resisitvnce. National 
sociale a6 an escape -rom the sad social reality and the 

decione of values on the decrepit SED [Social Uaity Party 
of Germany| state “The genocede of Jews was seen as 
powtive.” reports Wagner. “They even openly professed 
it” In Neustrelitz, a growp m SA [Brows Shirts] un 
forms marched through the sireets 

Sonce 1985. the growms have been “hnked communica- 
tively.” as 6 seed om “officualese ” Which means: They 
work together Meanwhile also beyond the borders of the 
federal lacnder the tall of the wall also opened new roads 
for the nght extremests. The fact that one group from 
Ricleteld intends to move its seat to the cast and open up 
“mulitary sports camps” there, 6 only one example 

The mght cxtremests have almost 2.000 members and 
close to 20.000 adherents m the cast. Many are sill 
~oung. some are only 14 years old. Tae number of 
sym;athizers 1s resing because “amorphous youth groups 

feel attracted.” as Wagner puts «. The achons are 

brutal Aras. Poles. Jews. and Sowret solders are 

attacked and beaten up. one Mozamimquan was killed 
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The groups sit in “each of the new federal laender,” says 
Wagner. They are now trying to gain political influence 
via new radical parties. 

In May the criminal investigation office in Berlin regis- 
tered 89 relevant criminal offenses. There would be no 
fewer in June, thinks the department chief, but perhaps 
in July and August “when they are with the Spanish right 
extremists.” Wagner expects that in September “the 
level will have been reached again.” 

Maria Michalik is from Saxony. Of the 89 criminal 
offenses this year, 32 weve committed there alone: the 
land capital, Dresden, 1s considered the capital of mght 
extremism in the east. Frau Michalk, deputy chairman of 
the Union caucus in the parliament, does not like to hear 

the reference to Dresden, but she does not deny the 
situation in Saxony. This CDU [Christian Democratic 
Union] politician knows only too well that something 
must urgently be done so that the brown [Nazis] violent 
criminals do not spread further. According to her infor- 
mation, there are 1,200 might extremists and 15,000 
sympathizers in Saxony alone. 

Unemployment and social insecurity prevail among 

young people. That provides “rich soil” for mght 
extremist groups and “open cars” for their slogans, says 
Maria Michalk. Her prescription is: more attractive 

leisure time activities, better training opportunities, 
more jobs, and more interesting ones. “We must go into 
the groups, talk with them. We must create alternatives 
so that young people can prove and realize tiemselves. 
That is a concern for all of society.” 

Rainer Eppelmann picks up the key word. “There must 

be no onlookers, only participants. It is very urgent work 
to talk with the young people, listen to them, create 
alternatives, organize encounters with foreigners,” says 
Eppeimann, again loudly and urgently. And he adds: 
“That is also a highly political job.” Sometimes it ts 
impossible to separate the politician from the clergyman. 

* Police “Completely Overtaxed’ 

9IGEO337B Frankfurt/Main FRANKFURTER 
ALLGEMEINE in German 18 Jun 91 p 8 

{Unattributed article: “Frau Funcke Urges Special Unit 
Against Right Radicals, Police Completely Overtaxed; 
Dresden Bans Demonstration, Thailand Deports Neon- 
azis} 

[Text] The federal government's mandatary for for- 
cigners, Liseclotte Funcke, has called for the establish- 
ment of special police units in all new federal laender to 
combat violent Neonazis. “it 1s high time that enmity 
toward foreigners and right radicalism in cast Germany 
be finally combatted effectively,” says the FDP [Free 
Democratic Party] politician in a newspaper interview. 

All new laender should follow the example of Mecklen- 
burg-West Pomerania which has already established 
special police units, said Frau Funcke. With their tradi- 
tional methods, the police are “completely overtaxed”™ in 
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their battle against extremism. In Frau Funcke’s 
opinion, the special units should cooperate closely with 
the authorities dealing with youth affairs and foreigners. 
The mandatary for foreigners called upon “all societal 
forces” in the new laender to “work against the alarming 
rise of acts of violence against foreigners.” 

Brandenburg'’s Interior Minister Ziel also voiced his 
concern about right radical developments. In a news- 
paper interview he advocated establishing an office for 
the protection of the constitution in his federal land. One 
must prevent already early on “what the police at present 
have to ward off with visors and appropriate equip- 
ment,” said Ziel. However, the new federal laender must 
not be left alone with the increase in radical tendencies. 
“They need help from the federal government, and not 
in the form of concerned statements about this develop- 
ment, but with concrete help.” 

Meanwhile the city of Dresden on Monday banned a 
demonstration by the League for All-Germany against 
the signing of the German-Polish border treaty. Upon 
inquiry, the head of the police authority, Heller, said in 
Dresden on Monday that, according to police informa- 
tion, the largely unknown group has links to radical 
organizations of the right. Therefore, one had to expect 
“considerable disturbances by unpeaceful groups.” Fur- 
thermore, the registration received by the city via telefax 
from Duisburg did not name a person within the orga- 
nization who could be addressed. The group, which had 
registered S00 participants in the demonstration, also 
had not availed itself of a date for talks proposed by the 
city administration, said Heller. On [the previous] Sat- 
urday, according to police data some 1,500 right radicals 
had participated in Dresden in a march of mourning for 
the assassinated Neonazi, Sonntag. 

On Monday, Thailand deported two Germans who are 
wanted for the murder of the Neonazi. As a spokesman 
for the immigration authority reported on Monday, the 
two men, 24 and 25 years old, left Thailand on Sunday 
enro, te to Frankfurt. They are under suspicion of having 
shot Sonntag in Dresden on 31 May. According to 
reports, after that they first fled to Denmark and, or. 3 
June, from there to Thailand. The Thai police, with the 
support of Interpol and the German cmbassy in 

Bangkok, on Wednesday had arrested the pair in the 
coastal town of Pattaya, situated some 100 kilometers 
south of the capital. 

The French Socialist Party has called on the federal 
government to show “firmness” toward the Neonazis 
who went into the streets in Dresden on Saturday. A 
spokesman of the governing party in Paris on Monday 
expressed his party's “concern” in view of the “resurrec- 
tion of Neonazism™ in Germany. He spoke of the federal 
government's “lack of reaction” to the activities of the 
Neonazis. Although there 1s much unemployment in 
Germany at present, that “must not ‘ead to such 
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excesses,” said the party spokesman. “These demonstra- 

tions by young peopie with shaved heads recall a face of 
Germany which the other countries of Europe believed 
to have forgotten.” 

* Biedenkopf Denies Radicalism 

YIGEOS37C Munich SUEDDEUTSCHE ZEITUNG 
in German 18 Jun 91 p § 

{Article by cas: “Biedenkopf Defends Dresden: ‘Not a 
Hotbed of Right Extremism’; Minister-President Speaks 
of Marginal Phenomenon of Revolution”) 

[Excerpt] Bonn—Saxony’s Minister-President Kurt 
Biedenkopf energetically denied on Monday that his 
federal land is a hotbed of new right extremism. “In 
Saxony there 1s anything but right extremism,” he said in 
Bonn. The CDU [Christian Democrtic Union] politician 
appealed that the events and their background “be 
closely looked at™ before coming to a judgment. He is 
convinced that they are “marginal occurrences” of a 
situation of upheaval and a “marginal phenomenon” 
blown out of proportion. 

The munister-president criticized the type of reporting 
which “creates” fear and “actually only creates a catchment 
basin.” The “new labeling” makes the events a “self- 
fulfilling prophesy” for many “totally uprooted” young 
people. They are searching for a new identity and “take this 
up as their new one.” Biedenkopf claimed that th. 1,400 or 
1,500 young people roaming through the Saxon capital on 
the weekend had “for the most part come from the west.” 
Dresden is not the capital of nght extremism. 

The overwhelming majority of young people certainly 
are not right extremists, but rather are working toward 
recovery, said the minisier-president. At most, one could 
speak of animosity toward foreigners. But that has a lot 
to do with the “tutelary state” in which the people had 

lived before unification. Biedenkopf thinks thai most of 
those who are now cailed right extremists are not polit- 
ically motivated, but only formulated in this way their 
protest and their fear, for example, of unemployment. 
They have “no idea whatsoever” of what is linked to 
right extremism. An “intensive dialogue” with young 
people was started long ago to counter the “phenomenon 
of upheaval.” 

Brandenburg’s interior minister, Alwin Ziel, expressed 
his concern about the right radical developments. In the 
newspaper JUNGE WELT he advocated the establish- 
ment of an office for the protection of the constitution in 

his federal land. One must already prevent early on 
“what police at present must ward off with visors and 
appropriate equipment.” [passage omitted] 
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* Social, Ideological Roots 

9'GEO337D Frankfurt/Main FRANKFURTER 
ALLGEMEINE in German 13 Jun 91 p 16 

[Article by Johannes Leithaeuser: “They Usually Call 
Themselves Skinheads; Increasing Numbers of Right 
Radical Youth Gangs in the New Laender™] 

[Text] For some time now, acts of violence by mght 
radical groups in eastern German , have no longer been 
limited to Dresden or Berlin. Ever more frequently, 
violent youth gangs also appear elsewhere, usually they 
call themselves skinheads, because of their shaved hair. 
In Halle, recently a boy was discovered in a wooden shed 
who had been held captive and abused there for days by 
a group of right radicals; a little later, some 25 youths 
attacked a police squad with cobblestones in the evening. 
In Greifswald, since April the police have recorded more 
than 25 “incidents” with so-called skinheads. In Schw- 
erin, skinheads ravaged a home for asylum seekers; the 
residents had to be sheltered elsewhere. 

Little information has been gathered so far about the size 
and composition of these right radical gangs. “Much is 
new to us,” says the chief of the department of protecticn 
of the constitution in Schwerin’s interior ministry. It is 
known “that, even in the times of the former GDR, there 
were right extremist groups which officially did not 
exist.” The first indication of that was signaled in 1987 
by criminal proceedings against groups of skinheads in 
Berlin and Oranienburg. The gangs, which were formed 
only sporadically at the time, modeled themselves after 
examples from the west, but the conditions under the 
SED regime also played a role. The groups attracted 
above all youths who could not cope with the state- 
ordered norm of socialist youth life. The national 
socialist behavior which they adopted in many cases also 
served as a means of protest, it struck at the state whose 
official propaganda embraced antifascism. 

This motive ceases to exist since the unification of Ger- 
many; other reason have replaced it, not least of ali unity 
which gave new nourishment to nationalist feelings in these 
groups. Furthermore, with the demise of the SED state, for 
many youths a number of firm orientation points and 
measuring sticks are gone which gave them personal sup- 
port. Together with the FDJ [Free German Youth] state 
youth, most youth clubs also disappeared in the bleak 
concrete bedroom cities. In sorne places the social welfare 
offices of municipal administrations now try to find new 
supporters for them, or to themselves develop leisure time 
activities there. Job prospects for a large part of the young 
people seem to be dismal, their homes frequently do not 
offer security. The parents themselves must see how to get 
along in these new times; not infrequently they are unem- 
ployed, or often sit around at home as short-time workers. A 
further gap was created when the state waived a part of 
education which it had formerly assumed, above all for 
ideological reasons. The chief of the youth welfare office in 
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Halle speaks of a “desolidanzation of society.” Social ties 

disintegrated, and the clique or group 1s now becoming a 
substitute. 

That does not explain, however, why most of these 
groups present themselves as mght radicals and identify 
themselves as such with Nazi slogans. Among the Berlin 
police, which have established a “group violence” task 

force, it 1s said that many skinhead gangs and other 
groups only call themselves mght radicals without truly 
being it. The Schwerin Interior Ministry assesses the 
situation in a similar fashion. Groups are defined there 
like this: Some are violent for the sake of violence. others 
use violence as a political means. Many youth gangs 
which are primarily concerned with “rowdyism™ and 

“quarrels” usually practice violence against foreigners, 

one can perhaps question how deep-seated their ani- 

mosity 1s against foreigners. In some cities, and not only 

near the former inner-German border but also in Frank- 
furt/Oder, Cottbus, and Dresden, there are also 
increased indications that west German Neonazis influ- 
ence the local radical groups 

In Halle, attempts were made early on to socially bond the 
respective youths. The head of the youth welfare office 
reports that workshops for unemployed youths were estab- 
lished which are paid out of funds for work creation 
measures. However, funds are lacking for continued care. 
So far the city 1s not obligated to offer “integration aid” to 
endangered groups. The Youth Protection Law which 
provides for that will come into force in the new laender 
only in 1995. Sull, social workers are deployed as “street 
workers” in residential areas, who are trying to maintain 
contact with the scene. In this way the city council some- 
times learns in good time when and where the youths are 
planning “larger actions.” 

The Berlin police also try to have contacts with nght 
radical groups. In the new laender, on the other hand, 
such measures are still in their infancy. In many cases, 

the initial impression has grown up that the police are 

not in a position to cope with youth violence. At the 

assault on the Schwerin shelter for asylum seckers, the 

police arrived too late and inadequately equipped. Such 
incidents have created trouble for the interrvor minister of 
Land Mecklenburg-West Pomerania, they show that 
even six months after the refounding of the [once] old, 
new countries, police reform has not progressed enough 

The interror minister has now replaced the department 
head in charge and had a special task unit established. A 
few days ago it became active for the first time and 
prevented more than one hundred skinheads, some of 

whom had come from Hamburg, from storming a house 
occupied by leftist groups in Schwerin’s inner city 

It 1s sand on the Interior Ministry that the situation “is 

fully under control.” But the everyday incidents, assaults 
on Vietnamese street vendors, attacks on police squads, 

cannot be prevented by a special unit. The police in the 

new laender as a matter of course have lost their 

authority of “Vopo” [People’s Police} days, but have not 
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yet found a new self-understanding. That is also sensed 
by the youths ready to do violence, who so far in their 
“actions” were not afraid of police intervention. 

* Leftist Press Seen Forming Conglomerates 

91GE0306A Hamburg DER SPIEGEL in German Vol 
45 No 23, 3 Jun 91 pp 59-62 

{Unattributed article: “Count Saldo’s Trade—A New 
Media Firm Formed in West Berlin: Marxist Entrepre- 
neurs Are Collecting Leftist Press Companies”} 

[Text] The first to be heard of were the personnel of the 
Duesseldorf VOLKSZEITUNG. Their employer, the DKP 
{German Communist Party] related Pahi-Rugenstein Ver- 
lag. had fired them after the German-German change and 
declared bankruptcy, because the millions formerly paid by 
the GDR were no longer available. 

Next came the editors of the East Berlin cultural review 
SONNTAG. Due to foreseeable economic problems, the 
Aufbau-Verlag which handled SONNTAG's business 
affairs, had given them notice of dismissal. 

Finally the survivors of the once largest GDR daily, the 
erstwhile FDJ-owned JUNGE WELT, were facing 
unemployment, because the paper's former print run 
dropped precipitously from 1.6 million to barely 
150,000 copies. 

Within the last 13 months, from March 1990 to April 1991, 
all of them sough! refuge with one of the few leftist addresses 
that have survived in the all-German media world, in a gray 
office building on West Berlin's Oranienstrasse, amidst a 
formerly Wall-related Kreuzberg squat of punks, alterna- 
tives, and a supranational multiculture. 

That us the head office of the largely unknown media 
conglomerate Schmidt and Partner (MSP) which, admit- 
tedly, has made a name for its parent enterprise—the 
book publisher Elefanten Press—with progressive stu- 
dents and feminist groups since the 1970's. 

The Berlin book publisher has a sales revenue of about 2 
million German marks [DM] with its collection: Con- 
temporary critique of the prewar and postwar era, plus 
satire, women's literature (“Bad Women—Luder. 
Schlampen und Xanthippen”™ [Bad Women—Trollops, 
Sluts and Xanthippes}, children’s and student books). 
And yet, just like that, the total sales of the Elefant troop 
which emerged from a Kreuzberg gallery for mural 
paintings and photographic series, climbed by means of 
takeovers to at least DM40 mil!+on today. 

Further recent acquisitions were the publishing enter- 
prise and printing works of the former GDR labor union 
paper TRIBUENE. In future this will produce the 
JUUNGE WELT. The company also prints the daily DER 
MORGEN, formerly published by the Liberal Demo- 
cratic Party, now by the Axel Springer Verlag, and the 
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east German regional section of the specialist soccer 
paper KICKER. Of all people, Hartmut Lehmann, 
chairman of the Berlin-Brandenburg Employers’ Feder- 
ation, 1s the present publisher of TRIBUENE. once the 
organ of GDR labor union chief Harry Tisch. 

The expansion of the MSP conglomerate already began 
before the German-German change. A good three years 
ago. the editors of the Frankfurt satiric magazine 
TITANIC (74,000 copies) asked for publishing asylum at 

the Berlin firm, after their "damburg publisher had gone 
bankrupt with another company. According to Erk 
Werhoenig, 40, business manager of TITANIC, says that 
the publishing house of the satirists had been extracted 
from the Hamburg bankruptcy “rather cunningly” in 
terms of commercial law and transferred to Schmidt and 
Partner. There the TITANIC publishing house was 
attached to the Georg-Buechner-Verlagsbuchhandlung 
{Georg Buechner Publisher and Book Trader], a com- 
pany name owned by MSP. that had been left over from 
the temporary operation of a Berlin bookstore. 

The leftsst corporate raiders displayed similar dexterity 
in combining and merging their other media companies 
also under the roof of the MSP Holding. In fact they 
managed to merge the SONNTAG of the GDR Cultural 
League (once upon a time harassed by the censors) with 

the formerly DKP related VOLKSZEITUNG. To save 
the Western newspaper, 830 VOLKSZEITU NG readers 
invested a total of DM1.3 million within the framework 
of a preferentially taxed investment model 

Maruta Schmidt, 46, a native Latvian, 1s the founder of 
the firm and gave it her name. She notes with satisfaction 
that the earher considerable tension between rebellious 
eastern editors and hardline western Communists has 
been “fruitfully resolved” in the new united product 
The title of the new left-pluralist weekly, first published 
in November 1990, 1s FREITAG. The print run is 
29,000, and Berlin is the main distribution point 

Schmidt grew up in Stuttgart after World War IL. She 
used to be an APO [extraparliamentary opposition) 

activist. Now she runs the leftist conglomerate with four 
male partners and 1s one of the few western Germans 

who do not just criticize capitalism but exploits the 
market economy for their own purposes—quite in the 
spirit of forefather Karl Marx 

Her MPS partner and ideological companion Werhoenig 
points to the famous first sentence of Das Aapital that 
describes the “wealth of societies where the capitalist 
method of production dominates, "—though it continues 
by criticizing it as “an immense collection of goods.” 

“Go to the KaDeWe [Berlin department store], and you 
will see that Marx was right,” says native Westphalian 
Weihoenig who is in charge of the up-to-date marketing 
operation at MPS. 

Schmidt and Weihoenig and two of their present part- 

ners went to Berlin to study at the sociopolitical scrence 
department of the Technical University. In their carly 
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days they were of a very different cast of mind. They 
landed at West Berlin’s Socialist Unity Party, a branch of 
the SED [Socialist Unity Party]. 

By now they understand, in the words of Maruta Schmudt, 
that capitalist techniques of “personne! management and 
the development of resources and human labor also and 
after all represents creativity.” Weihoenig thinks that the 
ngid GDR system had foundered precisely as a result of its 
incapacity of renewing the leadership strata. According to 
him, a society “is bound to die unless i renews itself in 
clearly defined tume frames.” 

The MPS personnel, for their part, principally regard the 
five chiefs of the print conglomerate as media capital- 
isis—never mind their leftist leanings. Weshoenig (“we 
look at every mark before spending 1") was given the 
sobriquet “Count Balance.” In an editorial note, 
TITANIC described the general manager as a muser. 
Should he be “hung up by the feet,” not even “one tired 
mark would drop from his pockets.” 

Entrepreneur Weshoenig accepted this “as definite 
praise,” because it had first been necessary to pay back 
more than DM1 million debts incurred by TITANIC. In 
the end this had benefited the stockholding TITANIC 
veterans, including such well known cartoonists F.K. 
Waechter and Chiodwig Poth. 

In the June issue, the editorial board solicits new sub- 
scribers by submitting a “summary of the accounts of 
our publisher”—balance: DM999_950.00—and asks for 
making it up to the first million. “If you knew how our 
publisher has so far managed to make money, you would 
probably understand why w= are interested in his— 
exceptionally—earning moncy by legal means.” 

Established and experienced capitalists, for their part, 
suspect the MSP group of being financed by the PDS 
[Party of Democratic Socialism], successor party of the 
SED. The suspicion lingeres even though Maruta 
Schmidt asserts: “We have never received money from 
any party.” 

Weihoenig attributes to these rumors the decision of the 
Berlin Cable Advisory Council, issued in early May. This 
decision denied a private radio license (part of the 
bankrupt estate of the failed left alternative “Radio 
100") to a group of applicants managed by the MSP. 
Instead it awarded the license to a syndicate headed by a 
French youth radio station. 

Weihoenig claims that the Berlin Grundkredit [public 
mortgage] Bank, member of the Volksbank [trade credit 
union] Federation, lent the investment resources for the 
MSP projects. The MSP owners are “fully personally 
liable” to the bank for their company, mcorporated im 
bourgeors law. 

The Marxist businessman defends his position by saying 
“after all, we are not going to the Bahamas to waste our 
money in gambling casinos.” 
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* Funding for Apprenticeships in East Urged 

YIGEO334B Munich SUEDDEUTSCHE ZEITUNG 

in German 14 Jun 91 p 6 

{Article by DPA: “Bundestag Debates Vocational 
Training: Social Democratic Party Claims 70,000 
Without Apprenticeship Slots, Additional Aid From 
Bonn Demanded for New Laender™] 

[Text] Bonn—The contrasting situations between west 
and cast became manifest in the Bundestag last 
Thursday during the debate about the first all-German 
occupational traming report for 1991. While in the old 
FRG apprentices are a scarce commodity, thousands of 
young people un the five new laender are still unem- 
ployed. SPD [Social Democratic Party] spokesmen 
expressed their worry that out of 160,000 applicants up 
to 70,000 may end up without occupational training. 
They asked for additional help from Bonn. 

This was answered by the parliamentary state secretary of 
the Ministry of Education, Torsten Wolfgramm (FDP [Free 
Democratic Party]), who called attention to the federal 
government's proposal for a “one-time program package” 
containing assistance measures. It 1s to be supplemented by 
EC contnbutions and assistance funds from the cast 
German laender. Theis. he said, constituted “politically 
realistic” action. In addition to the DM24 billion of the 
“Team Effort for Eastern Advancement,” which among 
other things 1s to contribute toward the creation of a 
sufficient number of training slots, he cited DM6.7 billion 
coming from the assistance program under the Work Assis- 
tance Law. This would enable up to $00,000 workers to 
enter a continuing trang curnculum. 

This was met by criticrsm from Stephan Hilsberg (SPD 
{Social Democratic Party]) of start-up financing for new 
training slots at DMS.000 each as being insufficient. 
More than anything, he said, they must benefit all 
enterprises and not only small and medium-size busi- 
ness, if the training quota exceeds five percent. Rainer 
Jork (CDU [Christian Democratic Union]) recom- 
mended that the government make greater use of tech- 
nical colleges, and particularly the former GDR engi- 
neering schools, for occupational training. Margret 
Funke-Schmitt-Rink (FDP) seconded the demand by 
Education Minister Ramer Ortlieb (FDP) for greater 
federal government involvement in the training area, 

which has however encountered some severe criticism, 
particularly on the part of the old federal laender. 

The OeTV umon plans to contribute DM3 millon 
toward advanced training and retraining in eastern Ger- 
many. The umon’s board decided on arranging funding 
for this. The Oe TV wants to pay special attention to 

public service employees 
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* Riesenhuber Asserts RAD Underfunded in East 

91GE0334C Frankfurt/Main FRANKFURTER 
ALLGEMEINE in German 14 Jun 91 p 15 

[Article by K.B.: “Riesenhuber Fights for Greater 
Funding for East; Breakdown of Research Capability To 
Be Avoided”) 

[Text] Federal Research Minister Heinz Riesenhuber ts 
urging that in the forthcoming 1992 budget discussions 
considerable more funds be made available for the 
rehabilitation of research activities in the new castern 

laender. In an interview with FRANKFURTER 

ALLGEMEINE., Riesenhuber explained what prelimi- 
nary measures he has taken to prevent the collapse of 
R&D and scientific activities. However, Riesenhuber 
said, some additional financial resources must be made 

available. Research would not be the loser in paying for 
German reunification. Those however are the fears of 
the SPD [Social Democratic Party] opposition, as well as 
of President Zacher of the Max-Planck-Gesellschaft. 

Riesenhuber answers opposition accusations that the 
federal government has failed to provide RAD assis- 
tance funds in the “Team Effort for Eastern Advance- 
ment,” by saying that it had been decided that funds 
would be disbursed initially for the creation of new jobs. 
In the meantime, the departments concerned will eval- 
uate interim results prior to the cabinet mecting at the 
end of June on how and in what direction funds from the 
“team effort” are flowing. Riesenhuber emphasizes that 
he is trying to use every means to mobilize additional 
funding for research in eastern Germany. 

Riesenhuber describes the situation for industrial 
research by saying that it 1s just as problem-ridden as the 
entire east German industrial situation. Responsibility 
for this research area, he adds, belongs to the Trust 
Institute of Economic Affairs. All the minister for 
research can do, with his limited authority and 
resources, 1s to “cover the flanks.” Measures initiated for 
this purpose to date include assistance to technological 

centers and technologically onented new enterprises, 
contractual research programs, funds for additional 
R&D personnel, and large-scale support for a series of 
research projects. The Research Ministry, Riesenhuber 
indicates, has more ideas, be they for interesting indus- 
trial projects, for cooperation between casi and west 
German enterprises, or for equipping Fraunhofer Insti- 

tutes in eastern Germany with scientific instruments. 
But that would require additional moncy. 

Budget decisions for this year provide for DM600 million 
for proyect assistance. Funds have been cut for those entitled 
to subsidies in western Germany so as to make them 
available for eastern Germany. Ac.ording to Riesenhuber, a 
further cut will take place following the drastic reduction in 
project assistance funds. The entire DM300 million in 
Riesenhuber's budget, by which the entire project assistance 
for 1991 is being increased to DM 3.9 billion, 1s destined for 
the new laender. The second half of the DM600 million will 
be diverted from assisance funds in the old federal laender. 
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Reunification has a negative impact also on west German 
research establishments. Their budget of DM2.3 billion for 
intermediate-term financial planning for 1991-94 is being 
frozen. For some institutions this could even mean a short- 
fall in receipts if ut 1s considered urgent to provide better 
equipment for one or more major RAD establishments. 

As to public RAD assistance funds, Riesenhuber states that 
there was no other way to evaluate the institutions of the 
former Academy of Sciences. This process, he added, will be 
concluded in July with the recommendations of the Science 
Council. six months pnor to expiration of transitional 
financing. These recommendations are to be immediately 
implemented in concert with the laender, the Max- 
Planck-Gesellischaft, and the Fraunhofer Society. Of the 
currently existing 19,000 jobs, 8,000 to 10,000 “real” sci- 
ence jobs are to be retained. More than $0 percent of the 
people working in scientific research are likely to be able to 
continue working. Considering the previously existing per- 
sonnel overstaffing in the institutes, Riesenhuber considers 
this a large percentage. Work stimulation measures which 
Riesenhuber has coordinated with the new minister of 
labor, should serve to provide new job opportunities 
through new qualifications. Riesenhuber feels that this 1s a 
good start 

**New Generation’ of Politicians Characterized 

YIGEOZ354A Hambure DEUTSCHES ALLGEMEINES 
SONNTAGSBLATT in German 31 May 91 p 4 

[Article by Wolfgang Storz: “The Craftsmen Are 
Coming: In All the Parties Younger People Are Coming 
Forward, But What Distinguishes This New Generation 
of Politicians” | 

[Text] The Social Democrats have maintained an ability 
which on our society, often without bounds with respect 
to clams and demands, threatens to wither away: the 
ability to be able to be sincerely happy also about the 
small things and successes. How else could they be so 
proud over the fact that with the replacement of persons 

in the party leadership in Bremen they managed at the 
same time to bring in a new generation, as if such a 
change trom the older generation to the younger one per 
s¢ Was a prarseworthy achievement and not a process as 
necessary as natural in a halfway democratic party. 

This changing of the guard 1s not so spectacular that it 
would be possible to attract votes with 1. Moreover the 
lead of the Social Democrats over the others 1s too small. 
In the FDP [Free Democratic Party] the new guard, 
headed by Juergen Moellemann, 1s already on the inside. 
In the laender the CDU-CSU [coalition] [Christian 
Democratic Unron-Christian Social Union] can cite vir- 
tually no one, however in Bonn there are a few: Fnedrich 
Bohl, Gerda Hasselfeldt, Peter Hintze, Wolfgang Schae- 
uble. Klaus Toepfer, Anton Pfeifer, Volker Ruche, 
Angcla Merkel, Erwin Teufel, Hans-Peter Repnik, Guen- 
ther Krause and others do as well and as poorly as the 
Social Democratic grandchildren. It 1s the CDU and not 
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the SPD [Social Democratic Party] which can boast: We 
have almost 30 deputies in our Bundestag parliamen- 
tary-party group who are less than 35 years old. Thus this 
picture 18 SO contradictory that one could clearly be 

declared the winner. 

It ss all the more surprising that the fighting of the 
younger gencration with the older generation for the top 
positions his become such a political topic. That arouses 
suspicions: Does this new generation from Peter Gau- 
weiler to “Jskar Lafontaine have nwt!::ng to offer other 
than the later date of its birth? Not perhaps after all 
another policy worth fighting about? Is there something 
really uniting them that distinguishes them from the 
older generation” 

From those in the SPD who no longer want to be judged 
by their own party, the prompt answer 1s of course: 
laid-back instead of prepackaged. Thus also champagne 
instead of mineral water? This indication 1s to be taken 
more seriously: It 1s the first generation of politicians 
that has grown up entirely under democratic conditions. 

What seems to link the new people in all parties 1s their 

openmindedness: Juergen Mocellemann, the Liberal eco- 
nomics minister, when it seems to be opportune to him, 
advocates state cconomic controls just as casily as 
Joschka Fischer, the Hessian Green-leftist environ- 
mental minister, proudly announces the Red-Green land 
government will “introduce market-orienied control 
mechanisms” to protect the nature. And if it has to be, 
he, a member of the Greens, fights side-by-side with 
Peter Gauweiler (CSU) against Klaus Toepfer (CDU) to 
sharpen the wording of the waste-treatment laws. 

To work together with less inhibition—this 1s more 
easily possible for the new generation since they are not 
captives either of enemy images or of doctrines, utopias, 
or ideologies. At least that is what they claim. To CSU 
Interior Minister Friedrich Zimmermann everything for- 
eign and leftist was still an enemy. Interior Minister 
Wolfgang Schacuble, on the other hand, no longer knows 
any enemies, only problems that have to be solved 
pragmatically. FDP Economics Minister Otto Graft 
Lambsdorff was still a captive of the doctrines of the 
market economy. Juergen Mocliemann, the cconomics 
minister, 1s no longer a captive of these doctrines. 

To work together with less inhibition—that 1s also pos- 
sible more casily than heretofore, above all because 
Social Democrats and Greens are satisfied with less. 
Gerd Keil, one of Oskar Lafontaine’s advisers: “The 
strides in politics are becoming much, much shorter than 
imagined in the past.” This suits “grandson” Rudolf 
Scharping who prefers to participate in an accustomed 
comfortable social-liberal coalition than venturing at 
least a little more with well-behaved Greens of Rhine- 
land Palatinate. This also suits “grandson” Hans Enchel 
who says about his Red-Green government program: 
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“With « we are mn the main stream of gencral thinking.” 
Red-Green vs on the middle—no longer in front” 

Acting pragmatically—thus feeling committed only to 
useful cooperation, public welfare. reason, and the policy of 
the small steps—the generation now stepping down has 
done that, too. Nevertheless, wasn't 1 guided more than the 
present generation by doctrines and ideologies” Perhaps by 
those of the church. a party, a labor union, the nucicar 

power industry. whether for abortion or working hours, 
many still had their sdeological playpens. Thus, the essential 
difference from the previous generation 1s to be freer in 
speech and act:on than the older generation, and. thus more 
unpredictable and also more noncommiuttal’ 

Therefore [do we have] a new generation of practicing 
and professing pragmatists”? Why not if it fits in with the 
tume and with the problems. And i seems actually to fit 
im this tome. after all not only sociologist Ulnch Beck 
comes to the conclusion that now, after the East Bloc and 
the ideology Covering it have collapsed, there 1s no longer 
any dispute over alternatives im principic. In that 
respect, he says. Germany 1s also “a country without 
opposition.” Therefore, this generation fits and again it 
does not 

For now there are problems which, im contrast to the past, 
will have a direct effect here: Refugees in numbers unknown 
in the past. ccological world catastrophes, and enormous 
Struggles for redistribution between North and South. But 
also there are new opportunities: No blocs and no Cold War 
any longer, a new Germany, a new role in the United 
Nations, and a new role also for Germany in the world. Thus 
vistas and minds could—and should—become free for other 
and new matters, as Beck writes. This contrast 1s peculiar: 
Times in which there are plenty of examples for funda- 
mental, even revolutronary changes and at the same time a 
new generation of politicians who seem to be kept in the old 
tracks 5) pragmatism 

The debate about Germany and politics gives the 
impression that Grermany 1s merely “a thickened Federal 
Republic” and not anything new, says one who repre- 
sents this country. And whoever first and foremost fights 
about military matters when what 1s at stake 1s Cer- 

many s role on the world, fights the battles of the 1950's 

Statements also apply to the younger generation, state- 

ments that lead to the assumption that politics lacks 

architects. The craftsmen are already here 

* Weapons Procurement, Development Plans Reviewed 
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and Procurement’ '—first paragraph is 

WEHRTECHNIK introduction] 

{Text} After Undersecretary Alf Fischer had explained 
the constramts dectated by the cap in the partial budget 
14. the vice presedent for technology of the Federal 
Office for Miltary Technology and Procurement, Elmar 
Goebel, addressed the problem of the future equipment 
of the Bundeswehr and concluded with a number of 
comments about the mayor equipment items of the NVA 
[National People’s Army]. This presentation, as well, 
was given at the 199! annual conference of the DWT 
[Deutsche Gesellschaft fuer Wehriechnik (German 
Society for Military Technology )]. 

For several years already. efforts have been under way to 
bring the armament of the Bundeswehr into line with the 
decreasing budgetary resources. This leads to a 
resources-orrented procurement system, to an ornenta- 

won, therefore, to the financially feasible and not so 
much to what 1s technologically possible or desirable. 
This process was accelerated significantly with the 
German unification and with the treaty of Vienna. 

What the future mission and thus the structure and partic- 
ularly the requirements for equipment of the Bundeswehr in 
the 1990's and thereafter will be 1s something that must now 
be worked out. Concrete statements at this time about the 
structure of the new Bundeswehr would be premature. 
However, based on the changed circumstances, the fol- 
lowing can already be said today: 

¢ The new Bundeswehr must be smaller than the old 
one, at the same time, however, i must cover a 

substantially larger territory than ut did before. The 
result: It must become more mobile, so as to cover 
this larger area with fewer soldiers. Their command 
and control will have to be mmproved, since the 

distances have mncreased 

¢ In case the politicians so decide, the Bundeswehr in 
the future will also be employed outside NATO 
territory within the framework of United Nations 
operabons 

¢ In that case, however, 1 must have the equipment, at 

least in part, to permit certain of its units to be 
employed “out of area” as well. Its operational 
employments im the eastern Mediterrancan, in 
Turkey, and now on the Persian Gulf, clearly indicate 
the limits of the possibilities umposed by our materiel! 

At this pornt, let me yust remind you of the efforts made 
by us to transport Reiand batteries to Turkey utilizing 
Soviet Antonov aircraft, or of the fact that our soldiers in 
Turkey complained to the minister that some of the 
NVA equipment could be put to better use in Turkey 
than our own. The future priorities of the Bundeswehr 
will therefore lhe in the areas of command and control, 
mobility, and fire power 
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Requirements emanai:ng from a change in tasking 1s one 
thing, budget resources for the development and pro- 
curement of military hardware that meets these require- 
ments is Quite another. And so we come back to the real 
world, namely to the defense budget and its development 
in the past and at present. The individual plan |4 
underwent a rather consiant development in the years 
1986 to 198%, the slight increases keep pace approxi- 
mately with the rate of inflation. This changed in the 
year 1990. Undersecretary Fischer has called attention 
to this problem. If this budget of 52.6 billion German 
mark [DM] remains, we will have no money this year to 
begin new developments and procurements for which 
there would be financial obligations in 1991. Projects 
already contracted for during 1991 must cither be can- 
celed, put off to later years, or stretched out. And here 
things get critical, 

If projects under contract are canceled, this means that 
industrial firms—including foreign-pariner states in the 
case of international joint projyects—<an lay claim to 
compensation for the unfilled portion of the contract. In 
a worst-case scenario, this compensation could be just as 
great as the still outstanding obligations. 

Things are almost equally problematical if we have to 
put off projects from the year {9°91 to the years there- 
after. In this case there is bound .» be a bow wash which 
will burden the later years and which will also confront 
us with the same problems then that we are already 
having this year. Tables | and 2 show how much moncy 
has been programmed for development and procure- 
ment already under contract, and how much additional 
money is planned to be spent on future projects [tables 
not included! Hopefully, we will for the most part—save 
for the aforementioned exception for the year 1991—be 
able to carry already concluded contracts through to 
completion, as planned. 

Things get problematical, however, in the case of projects 
for which contracts have not yet been signed, planning, in 
other words, that has already been given some thought or on 
which some exploratory work has been done at agency 
levels. These projects, most of which stem from a time when 
German reunification was still an objective, must now be 
subjected to a review under two aspects: 

¢ They must be compatible with the new structure of 
the Bundeswehr consistent with the disarmament 
agreements of Vienna. 

¢ In view of the expected budgetary constraints, they 
must be financeable until the end of this year. 

Without binding directives, all the weapons systems and 
projects cited below have a twofold question mark 
hovering over them: one of structural compatibility and 
one of affordability. 
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Airborne VW capons Systems 

The Fighter 90 

The Fighter 90 program 1s well-known from press 
accounts. The Luftwaffe has always viewed the Fighter 
90 as its answer to the MrG-29. 

The JF 9O/EFA [Fighter Arrcrafit 90/European Fighter 
Aircraft] project has been on the development phase 
since 1988. Participating in this program are four 
nations and two industrial consortiums for the develop- 
ment of the weapons system and the power plant. The 
production drawings have largely been completed, and 
three of the prototypes and the experimental airframes 
for the static and fatigue testing are in the component 
assembly stage. Final assembly of the first prototype 1s to 
begin at midyear, and thereafter the installation of the 
remaining equipment and ground tests are planned, so as 
to make it possible to give the clearance for the aircraft's 
maiden flight in 1992. 

The selection of gear for the functional equipment and 
the power plant attachments has largely been completed, 
while in the avionics sector a number of equipment 
items are still under consideration, especially im the 
electronic warfare sector. Here the German offices will 
have to stay strictly within the prescribed cost limits. 

In a number of sectors, the JF 90 breaks new ground 
technologically, for example in the flight control and 
regulatory system. The aircraft 1s designed to be stati- 
cally unstable in order to conserve on weight and 
improve performance. This advantage 1s made possible 
by a flight control system which gives the aircraft artifi- 
cial stability. Substantial efforts by industry will be 
required here to insure that the associated software is 
successfully developed on schedule. 

In the structural sector, new materials and construction 
methods will be applied to a significant extent in order to 
save weight, improve reliability, and reduce the number 
of construction components: 

¢ Carbon fiber-reinforced synthetic materials, 
¢ Aluminum-lithium, 
¢ Superplastically shaped and diffusion-welded compo- 

nents 

Here, as well, a number of problems remain to be solved 
during the development phase. 

In the avionics area, the EFA 1s to utilize systems such as 
MIDS [Multiple Information and Distribution System] 
and NIS [NATO Identification System], which are being 
developed as part of separate NATO projects. Here, 
stipulations by the ordering agency do not always make 

day-to-day business operations any casier, especially 
when new developments are involved. 

The industry feels certain, however, that it will be able to 
solve these problems on a timely basis. 
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The development of the power plants has thus far gone 
according to plan 

The X31 

The first international experimental aircraft 1s a cooper- 
ative effort by the DARPA [Defense Advanced Research 
Projects Agency] of the United States and the Federal 
Ministry of Defense with its agencies 

The program is at the same time onc of the first research 
and technological proyects undertaken within the frame- 
work of the Nunn-Quayle initiative for the improvement 
of international cooperation with the United States 

Manned and unmanned simulations have shown that, 
despite the use of medium range guided mussiles (cg 
AMRAAM), close-range acrial combat—especially 
against a numerically superior adversary—must be 
viewed as a possibility on the future as well 

As a technological solution for the achievement of an 
operational edge. the firm MBB [Messerschmuitt- 
Boclkow-Blohm] proposed controlled mancuvering in 
the high angle of incidence area (up to 70 degrees). in an 
area, in other words, in which conventional aircraft stall 
and go out of control. Flying im this “post-stall” area 
requires a number of new technologies such as thrust 
vector control, integrated flight control equipment, etc 

A contract has been awarded to the mdustna: team 

Rockwell/MBB 

Construction of the two test beds began on the spring of 
1988. Flight testing began in the third quarter of 1990 
and 1s planned to last two years. The integrated testing 
team will also include engineers and test pilots of the 
WTD 61 and the DLR 

Combat Effectiveness | pgrading of the §-45 Phantom I! 

Surveys in the conceptual and definition phase have 
shown that the F-4F, given a delivery of the EFA from 
1997 on, must remain in service until the year 2005. For 
this reason, service life-cxtending measures are required 
to ensure its Continued Operation, as are measures to 

adapt the aircraft to the threat that 1 faces. particularly 
in the air defense role 

The combat effectiveness upgrading of the F-4F is 
designed to correct deficrencies in the area of avionics 
and armament. The main clemenis of the combat effec- 
tiveness upgrading are the fitting of a new airborne 
radar, the AN/APQ-65 by Hughes. to enable the arrcrafi 
to search for, acquire, sdentify, and track one or more 
airborne targets. Also planned is the replacement of 
analog avionics components and the integration of anew 
weapon control computer 

Delivery of aircraft refitted to the ai attack verwon 
began in 1990. the first aircraft of the aur defense version 

18 to be delivered carly mn 1992 
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The PAH-2 

An cxample of European cooperation « the PAH-2. 
whoch 1s beng directed by the German-French program 
agency in Koblenz and developed by the Eurocopter firm 
in Munich 

Despite a number of retarding clements. work on the 
aircraft 1s continuing resolutely 

The prototype O01 compicted its technical maiden flight 
on 27 April and its official masden flight in Mangnan on 
24 May 1991. and was then to be used for acrodynamuic 
testing and for testung the flight performance of the 
wCcapons sysicm 

Combat FE flectiveness | pgrading of the PAH-1 

The combat effectiveness upgrading of the PAH-i 
planned to take place im two overlapping stages. The 
main objective of the first stage ss the performance 
upgrading of the PAH-1 through the use of maim rotor 
blades of a new technology. giving higher thrust with no 
mecrease in power oulpul and thereby mecrceasing the 

maximum takeofl weight by circa 100 kg Finally, a 
sufficient growth potential for the implementation of the 
second stage 1s to planned in during the first stage. Thes 
second stage. currently om the preluminary conceptual 

phase. includes the establishment of an operational capa- 
bility at might and with limited visibility through the 
installation of a bispectral gunsight and a night-flying 
control system. In addition. the aircraft's self-protection 
18 to be improved Conversion to the first stage has been 
under way since the end of 1990 

The NH-90 

And we should not forget the NH-90. our youngest child 
among the helioopters. It carnes at once the designations 
hight transport and SAR [search and rescuc] hehoopter 
naval hehcopter 90. and LTH army, and will thus also 
make a contnbution toward reducing the multiplicity of 
types in the Bundeswehr 

With thes proyect—whoch 1s still on the carly stages—the 
replacement 1s planned of the obsolescent Bell 1. H-1D 
as well as of the Sea Kong and the Sea .yn« and the VIP 
helicopter Mi-& 

The development phase and series production were 

planned to begin on 199! and 1996 respectively 

Whether these plans can all be realized. tomewrse and as 
far as numbers are concerned. will depend to no small 

cxtent on moncy 

Simulators 

Even though a: traffic nore has disappeared from the 
headlines for the terme berg. the shortage of budgetary 
resources for flying tome alone makes it necessary for us 
to look for posssbilitees for trameng with semulators 

Standard flight maneuvers. operational procedures. and 
air emergencies are already being practwed today m 
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simulators. The simulation of low-level flights. for tech- 
nological but also flight-related reasons (high bodily and 
psychological stress). 1s more problematic 

Significant technological umprovements have been made 
m recent years. partcularly mm omaginary display sys- 
tems. whech make low-level fight semulation concer - 
able. The FRG has therefore decoded, as the first nation 
to do ©. to break new ground here and 

develop a TORNADO simulator for low-devel fight 
simulation A contract to thes effect was concluded m 
June 1989 An umportant milestone of thes project 1s the 
certification of the overall system m May. This ss to be 
following by a six-month testing phase of the system 

But not only the Luftwaffe. but the other two military 
services as well, will employ semulators to an increasng 

degree in the future 

So. for example. there « the “procedural tramer naval 

position-finding school” that os undergoing develop- 
ment The system 1s to be delivered om the spring of 1992 

Al the same tome. development of the tactics tramer 

ASTT [Action Speed Tactecal Tramer] 1s contenumng. Its 
delivery «s planned for February 1994 

The army has placed especially high rehance on semula- 

tors The tank driving semulators of the sccond genera- 
thon are already beng utshized 

The combat semulator tank platoon ASPA has lrhewrne 
been delivered to the combat forces school in Munster 

With the Leopard > firing smulator troop testing models 
are currently berng developed while the Leopard ) combat 
swmulator has successfully completed its troop testing and 
preparations for senes production have begun 

The firong semulator Flegertaust —etoch rs to be used by 
the army. air force. and navy—ss currently undergoung 
development Its certeficatron ms under way at thes tome 

Not quite as far along are the firing semulators Marder 
the combat semulator Marder as well as the wmulator 
ACH, 2) for the Cropard 

Military Materiel of the Navy 

As vou know. the navy well become sagnificantl wnalicr 
m the future ce ty the vear 2010 However, a will 

contenuc to have emall and larger combat ups. and a 
will have aercraft 

} rigates 

Four F. 12) fregates are currently bewng burl for the navy 
The construction contract was signed on 28 June 1989 
The commrsonmng of these four ships « to take place 
between December 1994 and December 1996 The F- 
12) frogate has the same propelwon plant. power genet. 

ating system and automated marine cngincering cquip- 
ment as the F-12). and thus contributes to a decrease m 
the multyeplcety of types and thus of costs as well 
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“Requirements and directives” supplementing the valid 
mulstary-tcchnscal objective have been worked out for 
four addirtronal frigates, thes teme of the F-124 class. 

According to pians. the F-1)4 frigates are to be placed 
mito service om the penod between 20M and 2006 asa 
further development of the F-123 frngate A decison by 
the defense munisiry relative to thes plan os still outl- 
Sanding. however 

( ensequences of Operations in the Gulf 

Especially with respect to shops. we are faced with a 
certain dilemma 

The mrssson spectrum of the navy—as the Gulf war 
showed—has changed abruptly 

It was equipped to pursuc submarines in the North and 
Baltic Seas. And now it faces a sttuatron i which ft must 
carry out additonal tasks such as astiship and antiai- 
craft operatvonms mm the Mediterrancan Sca—and who 
knows where cise 

What we have bere therefore are two opposing trends 

| On the one hand more moncy must be spent for weapons 

systems wince additional requirements must he met 

2. On the other hand, less moncy 6 avadabic 

What possibilities do we have’ 

In addition to a reduction im the number of ships, 

military and technological requirements must im the 
future be stell more closely cxramuned for them contribe- 
tron to the combat effectiveness of the ship In the case of 
functions that are not combat-critecal, “seoond-best solu- 
trons” must also be accepted 

Standard components ay ailable on the open market must be 

utshzed to a greater extent thes apples both to components 

used in merchant shipbuilding and to components offered 
on the international market for military merchandise 

And finally competition must be promoted to an even 

greater cxtent than in the past 

Other Naval Programs 

Aside from the frigates. and for the sake of completeness. 
let me also call attenton to several umportant wcapons 
systems with which the navy well sae! into the neat 

millenium 

* Minesweepers of class 41. construction phase, 10 
units, all boats will be delivered by the end of 1991, 

¢ Minchunters of claws 332). constrection phase, 10 
units, to be alaced mito service m the years 1993 to 
1995. 

* Tenders 404. construction phase, wa unis, to be 
placed mmto service from 199) to 1995. 
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¢ Converted submarincs 206 A. 1) units, to be com- 

picted by 1992 

With respect to the construction series U-212. our ong- 
inal intention was to award a contract mm 199). a remains 
to be seen what ell become of thes plan under the aspect 
of the budgetary constramts Thus far. at any ratc. no 
msiructions to thes effect have been received from the 
Defense Ministry 

WV capons Systems of the Army 

Combat t flectiveness | pgrading of the Leopard 2 

Together with those operated by the Netherlands and 
Switzerland, the main battle tank. the Leopard 2. « to 
undergo combat effectiveness upgrading Through the 
retrofitting of new protective components im the turret 
and the undercarriage. the survivability of the vehocle 1s 
to be improved 

The objective 1s to begin with the de'iwery of standard 
combat cflectivencss-upgraded and emergency -repaired 
vehocles still om the year 1994 

The VT 2000 

Paralicling this. however. studies are also under way on 
the effective employment of a future main battle tank on 
the battlefield wtthizing a two-man crew. The result of 
thes study us that also a two tomes two-man crew can 
effectively operate a main battle tank. 1c. can carry out 
all the primary responsibilities of a tank crew on combat 
Even in combat, a “flying turnover” of all responsibil. 
ties of the two-man crew 1s possible 

Marder 2? Armored Infantry ( ombat \ chicte 

The Marder 2 project +s currently in the definition phase 
The main contractor 1s the firm Krauss-Mafife:, with the 
firm Rheinmetall being the subcontractor responsible for 
the turret. In order to meet the narrow planning direc- 
tives (sernes from 12°98 on), an overall system test ne 1s 

already now being prepared 

Afier the assembly of the test ng has been compicted 
plant testing well be carreed out from | July 199! on and 
“technological-muilitary surveys” will be conducted from 
2? January 199) on 

The development of the main weapon (Rh 503 of the 
firm Rheinmetall) was begun independently of a phase as 
a concept-determining. time-critical Component prior to 
the promulgation of the military technical objective 

(10/88). Thies weapon already undergoing testing. 
currently a “safety firing” 1s berg carned out im order to 
ensure weapons employment from the manned test ng 

As part of the definition phase. a ncarly standard version 

MAN motor and a munitions transport system made by 
the firm Oerhkon will be examined as an alternative to 
the corresponding components of the firms MTU and 
Heckler A Koch, so as to lower the procurement and 
operating costs im case they are found to be surted 
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Majer Equipment Items of the NVA 

And now a few remarks about mayor equipment siems of 
the NVA 

The BMP-i 

The BMP.-1 1s an infantry fightong vehicle developed m 
the Soviet Union and mmtroduced in great numbers in the 
Warsaw Pact states 

We have taken over 1.112 vehoctes of varous configura- 
vons The BMP-! a weapons system uncompromis- 
imgly optemuzed for the “attack” role, and one that docs 
not conform to our stardards A number of shoricom- 
imgs—above all m the sectors steering and braking. 
wcapons and munitions—are so serous that they pose a 
danger to life and limb. 

In order to be able to comtunuc to use the equipment in 
the Bundeswehr. several modifications must be carned 
out. In addition, a number of restrictions must be 
observed, so that the employment of these vehicles on 
public roads in normal traffic 1s umpossibic, for instance 
The costs of converteng them to permit this would have 
been much too high. even for the lumited utilization that 
8 planned, circa 250,000 DM for model conversion and 
crrca 0,000 to 40,000 DM per vehucle for series conver- 
son will have to be spent. The conversion 1s to be carned 
out by a firm in Newbrandenburg. The first 70 wehicles 
will be delivered to the consumer by | July 199! 

The pressure of time % enormous and the difficulties 
considerable. Specialized technical knowledge of the 
equipment casts only with the former user. the NVA, 
and 1s dwindling fast as the transformation taking place 
mm the five new laender states continues Exrsteng direc- 
tives deviate significantly from those imtroduced in the 
Bundeswehr and technical documentation such as draw- 
mgs. for cxaample, are almost noncastent, since the 
vehocles were produced under hoense in Poland and 
( rechosiovakia. Even more problematical 1s the situa- 
tron on the logistics area Just to compile and catalog the 
parts constitutes a mammoth undertaking 

Everything sand above about the BMP-1. which 1 to be 
used wnt! the turn of the century, applies to an even 
greater degree and all the more to other weapons systems 
of the former NVA 

The NVA‘'s equipment was unremittingly designed for 
the attack. such considerations as technical safety for the 
operating personne! played only a subordinate role 

Let me give a few examples of thes 

The 1.55 TK 

The T-55 TK crane tank, caperts clarm, 1s nothing shor 
of a “monster with respect to the dangers 1 poses for 
personne! and the harm it does to the environment” 

¢ There % no separation between fuel contamers and 
the crew compartment 

ee 
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¢ Secursty standards for the crane equipment are not 
met. (The cables are too weak.) 

¢ The steering system permits only approammate correc- 
tive adjustments to be made 

¢ There ss a rsh of head and neck myures for the tank 
commander and the driver mm case of sudden joltung 
movements by the tank 

* The vehocle uses of at a rate of up to 1) Iners per 
operatong hour, or up to §O) Iners per 100 km when m 
a tow mode. when the motor 1s cold, the oi runs out 
of the exhaust pipe. and once normal operating tem- 

perature reached thick combustion clouds beich 
from the exhaust. In view of thes, the mstallation of 
smoke grenade discharge units was not necessary’ 

So much for the major equipment stems of the NVA 

A smuilar situation also casted with respect to minor 
equipment tems of the NVA. Let us consider the 9 « 18 
mm ammunition of the Makarov pretol as an crampic 

The promer cap of the 9 mm cartredge—tke all other 
types of ammunition produced mm the former GDR— 
conta mercurc fulminate, so that highly tox mer- 
cury contameng gascous fumes are generated when the 
cartredge «s fired. The maxumum workplace concentra- 
thon lumets are reached after a single shot already. To all 
appearances. this was not viewed as a tig problem in the 
Warsaw Pact. A utilization of thes ammunition im the 
Bundeswehr  wmpowible, however, because of the 
directives on effect there, particularly as far as the use of 
mercury 1s concerned 

These examples relative to the military materne! of the 
NVA clearly reveal a trend 

With some exceptions, « will be wumpossibic. for coo- 
nome reasons and for reasons of environmental protec- 

thon. to utehze NVA materne!l in the Bundeswehr on an 
extended basis 

NVA materie! will be left in our mnventory for a penod of 
transition Followsng this transition period, the length of 
which will also be determined by the budget, we will rely. 
as we also have mm the past, on mulitary materne! which 

conform: to owr standards relative to rehabi ity, oper- 
ating safety. and compatibility with the environment 

Any other approach would not be politically implement. 
able on the long run. There are a number of difficult years 
ahead of us—the tight budget alone will see to this—but 
our actual mission, namely to equip our troops with 
modern military materiel, will contenuc to have validity 
also after the cessation of the East-West conflict 

* Rostock Seeks To Outstrip Copenhagen as Port 

VIGE ORR 4 Copenhagen BERLINGSAE TIDENDE in 

Danish 10 Jun 91 p ~ 

[Article by U fle Garde! 
With Copenhagen” | 

“Rostock Wants To Compete 

GERMAN) uN 

ine Sapeeengere sarees 5 Calas Sitemap Cy Se 
Balt crty of Rostock im former East Germany 

Rostock hopes to land a significant part of the traffic to 
and from Scandimavi. among other things, because a 
has 4 Motorway connection straight to the port and 
because i 1s aware that Copenhagen’s harbor lacks the 
capacity to take a commanding lead im the cxpanding 
Baltsc traffic 

The chairman of the chamber of commerce and industry. 
attorney Su vert, sad that “the poor condition of Copen- 
hagen’s harbor fills us with optemism.~ 

A stay on the German city can be a bit of a culture shock. 
It os a little surprising to turn on the hotel radio—and 
hear Radio Denmark's Program 2 identify self, loud 
and clear 

The geographical distance not great. The cultural 
distance 1s also narrowing 

Barely 2 year ender a market coonomy, the old Hanseatic 
town already resembles every other German city. Krope- 
loner Street. the large pedestrian street m the downtown 
area has completely shed its shin Houses are newly painted 
or under restoration Shops are refurbished Only here and 
there, one notes a goldsmith or an optometrist with an 
authentic 1950's facade These are old privately owned 
businesses that remain. ironically. as witnesses to the con- 
dition of over 40 years under socialism 

Attorney Srevert will not use the word “Grunderzen™ 
(German growth era starting om 1871—ed.). The situa- 
thon resembles accurately enough a penod of many new 
founders and busiders. Yet. while his association 6 
steadily acquiring new members. doctors and lawyers. 
who are independent. as well as people opening solarn- 
ums, shops. hotels, and restawrants, large-scale invest- 
ment has not materialized yet 

Nevertheless. Srevert 1 optemrstec on his hometown's 
behalf He anticypates a future as the new growth center 
of the Baltic in vigorous competition with both Hamburg 
and ( openhagen 

“We must both associate ourselves with Scandinavia and 
look also toward the East.” be sand. “Our chances he 
with the harbor, the only German harbor with a 
motorway direct to the port. Naturally Rostock will 
never by a world-class port, but we hope to be able to win 
a part of the traffic which today goes through Hamburg. 

“And go ahead and write that the oor condition of 
Copenhagen's harbor, given our posivon, fills us with 
optimism,” he added smugly. The same aspirations are 
held by Karl Utz, head of the local office of the Treu- 
handanstalt in Rostock 

“Rostock’s problem currently os that the city was cspe- 
cially favored under socaliem. Consequently, 1 1s berg 

hard hit now as cites such as Lewprig and Dresden 
reonent themsels es toward Hamburg But economics are 
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to Rostock’s advantage I bebeve thal micrnatronal 
transport well floursh bere 

tast Cormans Lack Capital 

tat Gecrmans would lke to take over the former sate- 
owned operations themecives, but have difficulties oath 
Capttiahvaton. At the same tome, few Danesh firms are 
interesied 

“T nowst, om fact, ash mysel’ ahether | am properly prepared 
to derect an operation under the market coonomy.” sad 
Wiltned Doll and looked momentary perpicied 

Hic « the derector for the small contractor firm IB, 
Wismar High Rise Engincering—one of the 60 oF so 
small enterprises which the Trewhandanstalt has 
announced for sale on Denmark 

He and hes codsrector Wolfgang Reckert hope that not all 
too many onterested Danes will come by to look at 11%. 

its SOO employees, and 128.000 square meters of land 
wtuated on the edge of the old Hanseatic city of Wesmar 
Doll and Recker have namely other plans 

“The first tome we sand the word management buyout 
(management purchase of a business) to Trewhand—that 
was in January—there was an outburst of laughter And 
even though we have assembled cight managerial 
employees behind a management buyout, we are m no 

shape to purchase the business ourselves. Each of us 
owns a house, otherwine we own nothing. and 6 
difficult to get bank credit. Bul we are working on our 
own to find a partner. The advertisement mm the Danish 
newspapers was a stimulus to get us to work queckly on 

the matier.” sand Sigined Doll 

The future partner will presumably put up 6-7 mullon 
(rerman marks (23.26 millon kroner). For that moncy 

he will get the majority of the shares m a little firm 

wndergorng raped change with a none-too-reavsuring 

bottom line But he also gets hes foot into a raged-growth 
market From the top of INB's headquarters—W rmar's 
only shy scraper—there 1s an unimpeded view of busiding 
cranes all over town. Currently « = mostly the city 

administration and the post office which are burkdeng 

“But | am convenced that we well get a buriding boom mm 
March of 1992.” sand Sigined Doll enthuwmastically 

Stock pile 
The tirst three-quarters year under a market coomomy 

has already turned many things upside-down at INK 
first. the firm was cut loose from the combune a 
belonged to and Doll and Rickert were obhged to mate 
the decrwons themselves: They have gradually cut down 
on the number of employees as they have divested 

themsecives of the large stall of m-houwse artnans— 
carpenters. plumbers. smiths etc. The cafeteria 1 also 

closed. It was cheaper to have lunch brought out by a 
catering firm on nearby Lubeck 
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And they icased some of the large tracts of land to a 
buskting marict. among others What was all that ground 
used for prevrousty” 

“Materse! technology—information on how to acquire 
raw matenals—an important maticr under the planacd 

coonomy.” Sugined Doll caplamed. “We had sour large 
warchouses where we stored burlding matenals Here 
15-16 men were employed gathering stockpiles im from 
the whole republic Now we can do without at beast half 
of our land ~ 

Job hiller 

“Thus far we have had 26 management buyouts here m 
Rostock, whech corresponds to almost half of the buw- 
nesses we have sold.” sand Karl Utz. bead of the Trew- 

handanstalt’s office m Rostock 

“But management buyouts are often hindered by a bind 
of ‘guilt complies” armong the directors. For 40 years. 
people were not allowed to acquire moncy and this has 

created a fear of borrowing funds.” 

Karl Utz figures that he will be fineshed with bes work by 
med-1992 By then, all that can be privatized m the 

Rostock areca, will have been privatized. The tally so far 
shows that 60 firms have been sold and 149 are up for 

sale Trewhand has interested buyers for $4 of these 

“Our task, among other thongs, conwets of domg the 
dirty work, making the necessary damisals Because of 
thes we have been accused of berng job-hillers. but there 

are no alternatives We have also been accused of killing 
off small busness But these did not formerly canst. the 

small busemesses were natronalived m 1972.” Karl Uv 
defended himectt 

The “dirty work” consists also om envestigating whether 
the land on which a saleable buses ts «6 polluted 
whether there os a legal owner of the land, and whether 
the busrness « encumbered by old dem Many GDR 
manufacturers owe the old state banks cnormous sums 
When a GIR mdusiry was not capable of fulfillong the 
plan otyective prescribed by the authoritecs, « had to 

record a “deficut” on its accounts. Though was for- 
tedden, the ‘deficet could luckily be covered up by 
making an overdraft which was then wmply allowed to 

grow in thes way. the state and mdusiry fooled cach 

other m the last years of the GDR 

To Karl Utz and hes 60 employees, Danish mvestors are 

welcome —and more he caplains 

“Hf we get an edentical offer from a Danish and a Crerman 
firm we will on princople prefer the Danish offer on onder 
to break the natronal monopolzatron | themk ot 1s a prty 

that the Nord countries have part copated so hiithe m 

the privatization here That was the bass for appealing 
directly on owr advertrsng to Danish and Sec dish inves 

iors—we could not wndersiand thet the word Baltix 
meant so lithe to the North 
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Cresson Risks Party Split on Immigration Issue 

41 09907143491 Pare APP om Enelich 14203 GMI 
¥ Jy/ 9] 

[Report by Herve Clerc] 

{Teat) Pars. July 9 (APP)—Wath her call for specul 

flights to deport dicgal ummugrants. French Prime Min- 
micr Edith Cresson has toughened her position on the 
sensitive msuc of mmemgration and risked dividing her 

own party 

The yovernment might decide to send hundreds of 
thousands of iicgal wnmugran'ts im France home by 
charter planes. Mrs. C resson said on televisson Monday 

She warned government ministers that they must accept 

her decisions or resagn 

The government 1s capected to annownce a serics of mea- 
sures on ummgration soon. Mrs. Cresson chaired a minis 
terval meeting Tuesday to discuss what to do about the 
100.000 foreigners mm France whose requests for alum 
have been reyected Estemates of the total number of ilicgal 
imrmgrants in the country run as high as BO0000 

Mrs Cresson risks alvenatong some Socialrst voters without 
winning much support from the nghi. otwervers sand 

Sociales Party leader Prerre Mauroy. while supporting a 
firm policy on dlegal emigration, has sand that wwng 
charter planes revived bad memories. Several commen- 
tators om the French press Tuesday recalled the owtcry 

from the lef! when a charter plane was used to deport 10)! 
Mahans in 1986 ~ .der the convervatirve government of 

Jacques Chirac, Mr. Mawroy warned hes Socialest Party 
on Saturday agarnst a politcal drift whech could make 

them “lose thew honour and the clectroms ~ 

France s mam ante-racest groups have called Mrs. (res 

son's comments “untoteratle “ The League tor the Rights 
of Man spoke of ots “anguish.” while Socsaliat deputies 

have capressed then resers atrons 

The strategy the Socialists eventuary adopt on immigration 
rs lekely to be determined by Presadent Francor Mitterrand 

FRANCE 2 

who om the past has vouced support for a lheral polecy that 

would allow foreigners to vote m local clecons 

Mrs. C resson’s remarks dominated the main headlines mm 
the French press Tuceday The conservative Figaro saw 
them as the beginning of an about-turn by the Socsalests 
on emmrgration which, if umplemented, would be “as 
tundamental a turning-pornt as the change of course im 
coonome policy m 1983." For as part, the lefi-weng 
newspaper, Liberation, saw Mrs. Cresson’s suggestions 

as “the slow but incvorable drift of discussion on emm- 
graton.” The Communrnt daily, LHUMANITE, ran ats 
report under the headline: “The law yes, charters no.” 

Mr. Cherac, »ader of the conservative Rally for the 
Republic, sand recently that France was “overdosng™ on 

immigrants and spoke of ther “smell” and alleged norse 
While hes comments three weeks ago were widely crite- 
cured, hes popularity rateng climbed several pornts im the 
opinion polls 

Jean-Marie Le Pen, leader of the ultra-rignt National 
Front who has made opposition to mmemigration hrs main 
plank, has also enjoyed a recent rise mm popularity. On 

Tuesday. he called Mrs. Cresson’s proposed deportations 
“a smokescreen”. “While the government deports 100 
iiegal wmmigrants amd a brouhaha of media protest, 
they wall legalize the status of 100,000 others.” sand Mr 
Le Pen, who favours restricting access to the social 
programs he says attract migrants to France 

The smmgration msuc, the mam topic of political dis 
cussion om France along with the high uncmployment 
rate, has created some strange bedicliows. Former 
defense minister Jean-Prerre Chevenement. considered 
on the left of the Socsalest Party, has past come out m 

support of emposing ummigration quotas according to 
nationality and professson This dca was first proposed 
by Charles Pasqua, a leadin~ nght-wing member of Mr 
( herac’s neo-4raudist party 

Mrs. Cresson’s proposed capulsons by special plane have 

already run into practical problems Shv sand Monday that 
wong regular aurlines would be a bad sdca because pilots 
would not accept having “agitated people” on board. But 
Internor Minister Philippe Marchand said that wang melr- 
tary arrcraft was “totally unthinkable ~ 
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Cossiga on Electoral System, Power-Sharing 

AU 100707489] Prague MLADA FRONTA DNES 

in Czech 8 Jul 91 pp 1, 3 

[Interview with Italian President Francesco Cossiga by 
Karel Hvizdala; place and date not given: “About Elec- 
toral Systems”] 

[Text] [Hvizdala] Mr. President, like President Havel in 
Czechoslovakia, you are pressing for a change in the 
Italian electoral system. Could you teil us why? 

[Cossiga] It is a broader problem. We are concerned not 
only with the electoral system but also with the power- 
sharing between the president and Parliament. Our Con- 
stitution was drafted for a parliamentary system, which 
has transformed, however, into a semi-parliamentary 
one. This attenuated the power of both, the government 
as well as the head of the state. 

{Hvizdala] Why this compromise? 

[Cossiga] Our Constitution was very well prepared, but 
its point of departure was a fear of dictatorship, and 
was afraid of the government. Except for the Soviet 
Union, we had the strongest Communist Party, our 
country was split into two-thirds and the remaining 
one-third. No other possibility existed. The alternaiive 
communist victory would mean a complete change and 
shift of powers in the European balance. This division of 
the country no longer exists. We are no longer a country 
at the border of the West, and the church is no longer 
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threatened by communism. We became a major indus- 
trial country, and the current system is like a suit that no 
longer fits. We grew out of it. Whether cr not you like it, 
il 1S SO. 

[Hvizdala] Can the redistribution of powers that you want 
be accomplished through a change of the electoral system” 

[Cossiga] Some believe so, but others think that it ts a 
matter of changing the entire state system. Electoral 
systems can be presented in two ways: cither a represen- 
tation that rules and controls, or a new representation, of 
which it 1s a tool. Hence, it 1s either a nominal one or a 
proportional! one. | prefer the proportional system ai the 
outset of the democratic struggle in the country because 
it generates more energy, but you have to find some 
counterbalance because the proportional system alone 
does not provide stability. Nominal majority systems 
provide decisions, but they can work only in a homoge- 
neous society that is already stable, ic. wherever an 
accord was reached regarding the fundamental values. 

[Hvizdala] Is there something you would like to add? 

|Cossiga] In all the federal states made up of different 
nationalities there is a specific problem of settling 
national issues among these groups and no parliament 
can do this because of the tendency to give votes 
according to the ethnic origin of the candidates, and that 
is a big mistake. Language cannot be a political program: 
that is an artificial division. Therefore, a parliament 
divided by linguistic groups would not reach any positive 
results. Everyone would concentrate exclusively on prob- 
lems related t. his own ethnic group and sooner or later 
this would result in negating the rights of the others. 
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Juan Jose Lucas Elected Castilla y Leon Premier 

LDOSO7181491 Madrid RNE-1 Radio Network 

in Spanish 1800 GMT 4 Jul 91 

[Excerpt] Juan Jose Lucas has been elected with an absolute 
majority as premier of Castilla y Leon for the coming term. 

Good evening, Marga Enriquez, in Valladolid 

[Enriquez] Good evening. Juan Jose Lucas of the Pop- 

ular Party was invested as premicr of the Junta of 

Castilla y Leon a tew minutes ago. Lucas, who will be the 
fifth premier of this autonomous community, said he 
will continuc with the policy begun four years ago by 

Jose Maria Aznar during his period as a regional leader, 

a pernod he left behind to become party president at the 
national level. Lucas had the support of his party's 43 

deputies, who will guarantee him an absolute majority to 
govern Castilly » Leon throughout the coming term. 

[passage Omitted] 

Composition of 10 Town Councils Finalized 

LDO607210691 Madnd RNE-1I Radiw Network 

in Spanish 1200 GMT S$ Jul 91 

[Text] The composition of the town councils of 10 
Spanish provincial capitals was finalized today, thereby 

completing the municipal map arising from the local 

clections on 26 May. In Madnd Jose Maria Alvarez de! 

Manzano of the Popular Party has become mayor. He 
will govern with an absolute majority. In his program he 

sets out the following priorities: a freeze on taxes, aus- 

terity in expenditure, and efficacy in management. In 
Barcelona Pascual Maragali jof the Social Party of Cat- 
aloma-Spanish Social Workers Party] was reelected 
mayor with the votes of the socialist councilors, the 

Initiative for Catalonia councilors abstained. Maragall 
wants to govern in collaboration with the autonomous 

government of Catalonia and the other Catalan institu- 
tions for the good of Barcelona. Valencia has once again 

got a mayoress: Rita Barbera of the Popular Party will 
govern, with the support of the Valencia Union. The 

composition of the town councils of Salamanca, Las 

Palmas, Santa Cruz de Tenerife, Cordoba, Ciudad Real, 

Alicante, and Badajoz was also completed 

United Left Criticizes Treaty With Morocco 

L D060 7164391 Madrid RNE-1I Radio Network 

in Spanish 1200 GMT S Jul 91 

[Text] The United Left believes that the king has been 
used in the signing of the treaty of fnendship, coopera- 

tion, and good neighborliness signed yesterday by Spain 

and Morocco. While the roles of Don Carlos and Hassan 

i] are very different in their respective monarchies, i 
should be remembered that the agreement was signed by 
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the heads of government of Spain and Morocco, Felipe 
Gonzalez and Azzediae Laraki. The United Left, whose 
presidency met yesterday, believes that a visit has been 
paid to a country in which human mghts are not 

respected, a situation which the United Left believes has 
been used in other cases to cancel or not carry out official 
visits. Mamen del Cerro reports: 

{Del Cerro] To Julio Anguita, it seems an incongruity on 
the part of the Spanish Government that a visit should 
be made to Morocco, a country which is a violator of 
human rights, as he defined it, when on other occasions 
Spanish diplomacy has used the violation of these mghis 
as an excuse not to pay official visits. The coordinator of 
the United Left stresses that when human rghts are 
mentioned, you either keep quiet or you are consistent. 

He concluded the trip to Morocco was inconsistent: 

[Begin Anquita recording] It 1s a great inconsistency, to 

the extent that a visit 1s paid to Morocco, which 1s a 
violator of human mghts, when a referendum has yet to 
be held, giving the impression that one of the sides 1s 
being chosen. Moreover, the head of state 1s mixed up in 
the affair. [end recording] 

[Del Cerro] In the opinion of Julio Anguita, the head of 
state 1s being used when references to the freedoms and 
rights of Morocco are delegated to his person and speech, 
references which, according to Anguita, are for Felipe 
Gonzalez to make. 

[Begin Anguita recording] It seems to me that they are 
using the king, when it should be the prime minister 

saying these things in categorical and clear terms. In the 
first place, the prime minister should not visit at a time 
when there 1s a referendum in the Sahara, and if he does 
go, then he should keep quict and Iet the king make 
institutional speeches there. [end recording] 

{Del Cerro] The coalition coordinator also referred to the 
CSCE and Yugoslavia. In his opinion, if the 35 CSCE 
countries accept the independence of Slovenia and Croatia, 
they should look at all the cases of changes of borders which 
could now arise, including those of Euskadi and Cataloma. 
These statements were made at a news conference at which 
Anguita presented a document on the ethics of cleaning up 

political life, a document which discusses a moral rearma- 

ment of public institutions 

Reportage on Felipe Gonzalez-Gorbachev Meeting 

W 40907130591 

For reportage on the visit of Spanish Prime Minister 
Felipe Gonzalez to the USSR, including his talks with 
Soviet President Mikhail Gorbachev, see the West 

Europe section of the Soviet Union DAILY REPORT of 
9 July and subsequent issues 
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Finland 

Defense Minister Departs for USSR Visit 

LDO807091991 Helsinki Suomen Yletsradio 

Network in Finnish 0800 GMT 8&8 Jul 9] 

[Text] Defense Minister Elisabeth Rehn has left for an 
official visit to the Sovict Union. The host for the 
five-day visit 1s Soviet Defense Minister Army General 
Dmitny Yazov. Defense Minister Rehn will acquaint 
herself with the Academy of the General Staff and a 
cosmonaut training center ncar Moscow. Rehn will also 
visit Soviet Navy facilities on the Black Sea and observe 
artillery training in Leningrad. 

* Aho on Swedish EC Tie, Baltic Republics 

YIENO6SYA Helsinks HUFVUDSTADSBLADET 
in Swedish 10 Jun 91 p 4 

{Article: “EC Membership Possible Alternative” } 

[Text] EC membership 1s a conceivable alternative for 
Finland, but coordination between Sweden and Finland 
with regard to the EC 1s not possible, since Sweden has 
already chosen its own timetable for us membership 

application. This was indicated by Prime Minister Esko 
Aho in an interview with the Swedish news agency TT. 

First there must be a good European Economic Space 

[EES] agreement between the EC and EFTA, then it will 
be time to discuss whether or not EC membership is 
acceptable from the standpoint of Finland. Aho has 
Stressed this point repeatedly before his visit to Stock- 

holm next Monday 

He has been called “Finland's Kennedy.” The young 
Center Party leader from northern Osterbotien won a 

landslide victory in the March parliamentary clections 
and formed Finland's first purely nonsocialist govern- 
ment in 20 years. He 1s young and outspoken and looks 
good on TV, although some people believe he can appear 
a bit too self-assured at times 

As prime minister he has managed to turn 37, present a 
tough austerity package. and resist industry demands for 

a devaluation 

Esko Aho believes it 1s only natural that his first official 
visit will be to Stockholm 

“It 1s a tradition for the Finnish prime minister to visit 

our neighboring Nordic countries first. It 1s important 
for us to maintain contacts at the highest level, particu- 
larly with regard to European integration.” 

Swedish Decision Surprising 

Without directly criticizing Sweden's decision to apply 

for EC membership this year, Esko Aho made it clear 
that Sweden's action came as a surprise to Finland 

“Our position ts a little different from Sweden's. We are 
not mn such a hurry to take a position. First the EES— 
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then it will be ume to discuss future alternatives. Sweden 

has chosen its own course and I do not know what its 
motivations were,” he said. 

“Before we take a position on full membership, we must 
know what kind of EC we will have in the future. If the 
EC also becomes a political and military union, then that 
will affect Finland's chances of ever becoming a 
member.” 

The neutrality debate in Sweden 1s being following with 
interest in Finland, he said. But here, too, Finland 
prefers to “wait and sec.” 

Every country must consider its own historical experi- 

ence and its geographic position, Aho stressed. 

“We will carefully follow the conclusions Sweden 
reaches in its neutrality debate. Bul we cannot simply 

copy Sweden's decisions. Much has changed in Europe 
in recent years, to be sure, but we have not yet seen the 
end of the process.” 

Bomb I hreat 

About a week ago there was a great uproar when he 
managed to sneak into a restaurant in Helsink: to drink 

a beer with a few friends. Right at that time there was a 
bomb threat against the restaurant and the prime min- 
ister was given strict orders not to neglect his personal 
safety. 

“But I will still try to have direct contact with ordinary 
people—although not at restaurants,” he said laughing. 
His office in the former palace of the Russian governor 
on Senate Square in Helsinki does not look like a bunker, 

either. But a small stone plaque in the stairwell reminds 

us that it was there the young student Eugen Schauman 
shot Russian Governor General Nikolay Bobnrkov to 
death in 1904 in the most notorious political assassina- 
tion in Finnish history. 

Aho 1s extremely cautious when he speaks of Finland's 
present relations with their “big neighbor.” He admits 
that people in Finland no longer speak as often about the 

Friendship, Cooperation, and Mutual Assistance Pact, 
which was long described as the foundation of Finland's 
entire foreign policy 

“But the pact remains in place. We are not micrested in 

changing it. Our interpretation of the pact has changed, 

however,” he sard. 

He 1s a bit concerned over what 1s now occurring im the 
Soviet Union. 

“A stable economic and political situation in the Soviet 
Union is better for us. We are not worried about the 

actual changes, but we hope they can occur without 
turbulence,” he said 

The Baltic 

The Baltic’s striving toward independence 1s being fol- 
lowed with sympathy in Finland, Esko Aho stressed 
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“We have stated clearly that we hope the Baltic republics 

can be economically and politically independent, but we 

believe all long-term solutions should be achieved 
through political negotiations.” 

President Mauno Koivisto’s much publicized criticism of 
the Baltic leaders’ methods in the drive toward indepen- 
dence has been musinterpretied, according to Aho. 

“Perhaps his teming was not the best, but the president's 
position 1s actually the same as the one I just stated.” 

Aho also preferred not to discuss Koivisto’s expressed 
imitation over Sweden's actions on certain issues. When 
asked if he himself believed that Sweden sometimes 
acted somewhat like a “big brother.” he answered, 
laughing: 

“Well, at tumes people in Finland have been critical 

because they were not informed of Sweden's decisions. 
This was particularly true of Sweden's decision to apply 
to for EC membership. | understand that 1 came as a 
surprise to our political leadership.” 

Aho, who speaks Swedish fluently, wants to protect the 
status of the Swedish language in Finland. 

“It 1s extremely important for us as a nation to have 
obligatory Swedish classes in elementary school. In the 
Europe of the future, Sweden will still be closesi to us 
and the language 1s one way of establishing closer con- 
tacts,” he said. 

Regardless of whether or not Sweden and Finland choose 
different forms of association with the EES, Aho believes 
that Nordic cooperation will be intensified by the EES 
agreement. 

“It has been difficult in the past, since Denmark 
belonged to the EC and the other Nordic countries did 
not. Since the 1960's, Nordic cooperation has been more 
or less stagnant. With the EES agreement, however, 80 or 
perhaps 90 percent of all rules will be the same in all 
Nordic countries and | see that as a possibility for 

positive developments in Nordic cooperation. 

* ‘Neutrality’ Concept To Remain Fundamental 

YIENOOS6OA Helsinki HELSINGIN SANOMAT 
in Finnish 30 May 91 p 7 

[Commentary by Simopekka Nortamo: “On Neutrality”] 

[Text] For decades, Finns were being indoctrinated with 
the idea that, just like the YYA [Frnendship, Coopera- 
tion, and Mutual Assistance] Treaty or the Paasikivi- 
Kekkonen Line, “neutrality” 1s one of the sacrosanct 
fundamental values. It was not proper to discuss i 
critically—even though the meaning of the word was 
always quite flexible and ambiguous. 
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Nevertheless, we must not deny the significance of this 
word. We have paid for Finland's neutrality fair and 
square—for example, when we settled the war indemni- 
ties and rebuilt the country on our own, without Mar- 
shall Ard. This was done at a time when West Europe 
was being showered with American dollars. 

The smage of neutrality came in handy when we needed 
to gloss over the awkward fact embedded in the YYA 
Treaty—namely, that Finland was not at all neutral in its 
relations with the superpowers bul was, insicad, com- 
mitted to taking sides if bad came to worse. 

In the eyes of West Europeans, Finland had committed 
itself in the YYA Treaty to fighting on the side of a 
dictatorship against its enemies. That outlook on world 
politics 1s sumplistic—yet, things tend to be what they 
appear to be. 

Abstaining from the Council of Europe membership for 
as long as possibic, Finlana emphasized that i was 
neutral also as far as human mghts or a lack of them were 
concerned, giving the appearance that 1 supported both 
the nghts and the lack of them equally and to a reason- 
able degree. 

Finland's neutrality go" a piquant verbal expression in 
Kekkonen’s statement that a neutral Finland 1s naturally 
not neutral on the issue of war and peace, as we are 
always for peace and against war. 

That statement, quoted again and again in deadly car- 
nest, sent Soviets the message that it was not necessary to 
gct concerned over the professed neutrality of the Finns, 
inasmuch as we .cre solidly lined up behind the “powers 
for peace.” Otherwise, the value of Kekkonen’s state- 
ment as the epitome of Finland's neutrality was nil 

In its reaction to Afghanistan, for example, Finland took 
its stand at the United Nations by applying criteria that 
did not evaluate neutrality in terms of who was for peace 
and who for war 

After World War Il, “neutrality” has been for Finland a 
most important word, but a word only—a tool im imter- 
national politics. It 1s quite simplistic to look at this word 
as if it had a heaven-sent hard-and-fast meaning, and 
then ponder whether this meaning is congruous with 
Finland's membership im the EC 

It all depends on how the word 1s defined, and we have 
always adjusted the definition to fit the need. It 1s even 
possible to perceive the country as more neutral inside 
the EC than outside 

Anyway, words are words. What is essential is the 

question of whether Finland as an EC member can freely 
and independently take good care of its vitally important 
relations with East Europe. What 1s not essential rs which 
buzzword will be used to describe those politics. In thai 
sense, we can afford to give up the word “neutrality.” 
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* EC Tie Gains Stronger Backing in Parties The policies of the Conservative Party and the RKP on 

YIENOOS 74 Helanks HELSINGIN SANOMAT 
in Finnish 11 Jun 91 p 2 

[Eduonal: ““Nonsocialist Parties Intoxncated With 
Europe™} 

[Text] Held last weekend, the congresses of the nonso- 
cialst parties. the Conservative Party and the RKP 
[Swedish People’s Party], deliberately went further in 
their public positions on the EC than the official govern- 
ment policy line. Mecteng mn Vaasa. the RKP stated that 
negotiations on EC membership may be entered into if 
the EC respects the security policy imterests of the 
individual neutral countries. In Tampere, the Conserva- 

tive Party set EC membership as Finland's objective in 
an even more outspoken way 

The Conservative Party and the RKP are government 
parties. Because of thes, thew positions attract people's 
attention. The chairmen of both parties are also im the 
government, Conservative Pertt: Salolamen fully so as 
Finland's chief negotiator in the EES [European Eco- 
nom Space] talks. It has been customary in Finland for 
the government parties to support official foreign policy 
on key national issucs 

The positions of the Conservative Party and the RKP on 
integration should. however, no longer be interpreted as 
they were on the days when Europe was divided into two 

camps. Times have changed, and the parties’ way of 

setting policy reflects the fact. The days of compulsory 
unanimity are over, and ut « perfectly natural for the 
partics to engage mm democratic discussion of key 
national issucs from ther own points of departure 

It 1s porntiess to assign thes kind of discussion greater 
importance than tt actually has Nor do the government 

parties automatically acquire the positions they assume 

as government policy. They must adjust to the opmmons 

of the other parties, to Finland's national interests, and, 
im this case, to geopolitical concerns as well 

Finland's official positron represents only and solely the 
government, and the president plays a mc * central role 
mn setting it than do either the government parties or all 
the minstnes The situation was summed up with 
uncommor clarity by chairman Salolainen in Tampere 
Elected chairman of the Conservative Party, Salolainen 
had to state right away, on hes first working day at his 
new job. that he and the Conservative Party differ on the 

EC issue 

Salolainen did not, however, sect about steamrollermng the 
Conservative Party to adopt hes policy, but he ded assert that 

he could not, as entegratron munrster, have one policy line mn 

Brussels and a different one mm Tampere Because of his 
position, he can represent only government policy. Salo- 

lammen’s reasons were valid. In conflicting situations, he 
must opt for loyalty to the government 

the EC are more domestic than foreign policies. How- 
ever, 1 es clear that the more parties are of the same 
opinion, the more difficult 1 will be for the government 
to differ with public opinion, even if other reasons were 
to require ut. Official Finland cannot advance matters 
any faster. Therefore, the enthusiasm over joing the 
EC «ss not unequivocally sensible. If i: makes ut difficult 
to reach agreement on the EES [European Economic 
Space], 1 will work against the parties’ own objectives. 

SDP Floundering After Election Setback 
YIENO6S6B Helsinks HELSINGIN SANOMAT 
in Finnish 25 May 91 p 2 

{Edutornal: “Problem of Social Democratic Party Revi- 
talization™ |] 

[Text] Im the aftermath of major clectoral defeat, the 
Social Democrats have come to the fairly natural con- 
clusson that the party must be revitalized. But 1 has not 

yet dawned on them what this actually involves. Discus- 
sion within the party has concentrated mainly on the 
issuc of whether the revitalization process should start 
from the present party structure and polices or from 
replacing the party leadership 

Party chief Pertti Paasio has become a target for out- 
spoken criticism from various quarters, including the 
party's own press. Individual challengers to Paasio have 
also turned up. According to Erkki Tuomioya, vice 
chairman of the SDP [Social Democratic Party] parla- 
mentary group, Paasso would be committing a patriotic 
act by stepping down before the end of his term. Joun 
Backman. member of Parhament and one of the young 
Turks of the party committer, suggested this, as well. 
The tension between Paaswo and Ulpu livan, party 
secretary. has also manifested itself more openly of late. 
livan has announced that she will resign after two terms 
of secretaryship, but 1 seems that she has her sights set 
on higher things 

Paasio vs not as thin-skinned as his predecessor, Kalevi 
Sorsa, whom no one im the party would have dared to 
critcize so openly Paasvo once again demonstrated his 
democratic convictions by submitting himself to a public 
debate on criticrsm directed against him. In a long article 
m DEMARI [SDP party organ], he cxpressed amaze- 
ment at hes critics’ “extraordinary hasic.~ 

Paasio pointed out that the clection took place only a 
short tome ago and that the party 1s now in the process of 
formulating cflective opposition politics. The nexat— 
municipal—clections are still well over a year away 
According to Paaso, it 1s a valid question whether the 
SDP has a mght to spend the major part of its energies in 
personal disputes at a time when the bourgeors govern- 

ment “rs threatening, among other things, the core of our 
social security system.” 

Paasio's question 1s valid, but we must add to 1 another 
(an the SDP sweep the chairmanship rssuc under the rug 
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for another couple of years, or will ut become an even 

bigger obstacle to a meaningful revitalization of the SDP 
aS an Opposition party” 

Paasio wants to beleve that prospects for the SDP and its 
leadership will be much brighter nearer the fall, when the 
planned government cuthacks will be felt in earnest. The 
Social Democrats can then mount the barncades to defend 
“the jyountly built social security system” and all those who 

will suffer from the cutbacks. But not even an upturn in SDP 
support would solve the party's fundamental probiems. It 
would only postpone the revitalization, and the party would 

irnitier away its chances in a long and dreary internal 

squabble over the chairmanship 

The proposal by the SDP party commiutice to advance 
the following party conference by a year, to next 
summer, appears sensible. There 1s no reason for Paasio 
to teel personally embarrassed about this because the 

plan also involves holding the party conferences every 
second year from then on 

The chairmanship issue may prove to be much more 

problematic for the SDP than for the Center or Conser- 
vative Parties. The public umage of Paasio 1s his major 
lability. In Finland, too, the public image has become an 
almost prvotal factor mm assessing a person's suitability 

for a party chairmanship 

There are many conflicting opimons and viewpoints in 

the SDP on the matter of choosing a chairman. Already 
a year ago. Paasio’s personality was causing dissension, 
yet he was reelected with an overwhelming majority. It 1s 

difficult to predict at thes port what the situation will be 

after another year 

* Air Force Cuts Chief Military Exercise 

VIE NOOS TR Helunks HELSINGIN SANOMAT 
in Finnish 24 May i pS 

|U nattributed article: “Aw Force Is Abandoning Chiet 
Military Exercise” ] 

[Text] The Aw Force will be abandoning the chief 
military exercise thes fall. Because of the shortage of 
funds, the exercise will be replaced by a Karjala Flight 
Detachment squadron exercise in Rissala. Over | mil- 
lon markkas will be saved in this way. Elements of all 
Air Force units and 1.250 men from review exercise 

units are supposed to be participating in the exercise 

near Kauhava in August 

Iceland 

* Foreign Minister on EC, Baltics, Base 

VIE NOOSSA Helunks HUFVUDSTADSBLADET in 
Suedish 8 Jun Yip Is 

[Article including interview with Icelandic Foreign Min- 
ister Jon Baldvin Hannibalsson by Tommy Westerlund 
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in Reykjavik; date not given: “Fishing Issue Solved, EES 
t Reached™—first three paragraphs are HUF- 

VUDSTADSBALDET introduction] 

| Text] Reykjavik—The Icelanders themselves admit that 
they do not realize how few they are. They see Iceland as 
any other European nation and they act accordingly. If 
you step on their toes, then they really get tough— 
especially in the area of fishing. The British learned this 
from several “cod wars” and the entire EC has now been 
reminded of this. On certain foreign policy issues, such 
as the Baltics, the Icelanders have been more active than 
anyone else. 

After the Alltung elections a month and a half ago, there was 
a change in government in Iceland. The ciection victors, the 
conservative Independence Party, formed a coalition gov- 
ernment with the Social Democrats. This made the govern- 
ment more favorable toward the European Economic Space 
[EES]. The left-right government succeeded a center-left 
government in which the Social Democrats had ruled 
together with socialists and liberals. There was a certain 
amount of EES opposition among the former coalition 
partners of the Social Democrats. 

The EES process 1s in a decisive phase and there are 
plans to initial an agreement in Salzburg in two weeks, 
on 24-25 June. It 1s highly uncertain, however, that this 
tumetable will be kept, since there are still some unsolved 
problems. The fishing issue 1s perhaps the ,nost difficult 
and, on this matter, the Icelanders are unwavering. They 
refuse to open their fishing waters to the fleets of the EC 
countries. Iceland lives and dies by fishing. 

“We are probably the only independent nation that bases 
its econo’ny On a single sector which, moreover, we have 
only inated control over. Eighty percent of our export 
revenues come from fishing. Iceland 1s not an indusin- 
alized nation, but rather a technologically developed 
country of hunters and fishermen,” that country’s col- 
orful foreign minister, Jon Baldvin Hannibalsson, said. 

The icelandic export figures should be compared with 

those of other major fishing nations, such as Norway, 
Denmark, and Canada, where this industry accounts for 
no more than 2 to 6 percent of export revenues. For the 
EC as a whole, fishing 1s a marginal industry that 
accounts for only a few tenths of a percentage point. 

The EC has a strongly protectionist fishing policy, with 
high subsidies through regional assistance and help in 
marketing and distribution. The EES agreement would 
give the EC free access to waters inside Iceland's 200- 
mile limit while, at the same time, the various subsidies 
would continuc. Iceland opposes this arrangement and 
wants to enter an open European market without having 
to share its own fishing waters. Hannibalsson does not at 
all like the EC fishing policy 

“It 1s completely wrong, particularly with regard to 
nature and the environment. The quota system is inef- 
fective and fishing stocks in EC waters are shrinking. At 
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the same time, they have ted to reach agreements with 
44 countnes of the Th.-d World to gain fishing nghts, 
especially for the all-too large Spanish flect. The EC's 
actions are contrary to international law and all negoti- 
ations with the community have been rejected by both 

individual countnes and GATT. | am convinced that 
they will never reach any agreements with their present 

policy. But « will certainly be some time before they 

retreat. The EC musi fave a few year, to save face.” 

According to Hannibalsson. most of those peopic now 

shaping EC fishing policy krow nothing about fish other 
than what they have learned at gourmet restaurants 

There Is Support 

In addition to Iceland, Norway has also been a stumbling 
block for the EES agreement because Norway has made 
the same demands in the areca of fishing. This has 
displeased the Icelanders. They believe that Iceland, 
acting alone, would have a greater chance of achieving a 
special arrangement with the EC. The Norwegians 
should understand that they could pay a greater price 

than Iceland for an EES agreement 

“Our relations with the Norwegians are somewhat prob- 

lematic. Norway 1s also an important fishing nation that 
exports much fish to the EC. But the difference ss mm the 

industry's significance for the country as a whole. For 
Iceland 11 1s of national importance, while in Norway 1 1s 
only regional,” explained the Icelandic foreign muinister, 
who discussed precisely this issuc last weekend with the 

entire Norwegian leadership in Norway 

Otherwise, Hannibalsson praised the support he has 
received from the other EF TA countnes. Varnous mmdi- 
vidual governments within the EC have also shown great 
understanding for Iccland’s dilemma 

“French President Francow Mitterrand. German Chan- 

cellor Helmut Kohl, Itahan Foren Minister Gianni de 
Michelis, and former Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher 
of Great Britain have all promised us thei support 

Unfortunately, we are dealing with the commission and 
it wants everything to be the same for all countries in a 

future EES. But I believe that eventually the support we 
have will give us an acceptable solution,” the Icclandic 
foreign minister told HUFVUDSTADSBLADET 

Hannibalsson has heard many pessimistic vores in 

Iceland, saying it 1s impossible and that he will never 

succeed. But he himself 1s optomustic 

“| have been convinced al! along that we will succeed 
We will pull this off and get an agreement we can accept 

But the day this happens may have to be moved from 
late June to late July, for cxample.” 

EC—No Time Soon; ECL —Soon 

If an EES agreemes* 1s reached and Iceland 1s part of 1, 
then the country’s greatest problem will be solved. That 

would be a significant step toward beticr relations with 
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the EC. It ss not yet clear, however, what will happen in 

the future, .¢.. whether or not Iceland will become a full 
EC member. 

There are two schools of thought, according to the 
foreign minister. One says that Iceland need go no 
further—the EES us enough. The other says that the path 
to the EC wall be open, since the greatest obstacle will 
have been removed. 

“I belong to the former school. I see no reason for us to 
become a full member of the EC this decade. If we did, 
Brussels would contro! our fishing zone from |2 to 200 
miles off our coast. The EC would set the quotas and be 
responsible for all other fishing policies, as well. That 
would be a catastrophe. Iceland has no economic interest 
in becoming a member until the EC realizes ut 1s on the 
wrong track in its fishing and agricultural policies.” 

As mentioned above. the Icelandic economy 15 extremely 
dependent on fishing and, consequently, it 1s also sensi- 
tive to fluctuations. In the past, the country fought a high 
rate of inflation, as much as 80 percent, but now ut has 
reduced inflation to about $ percent. Recently, both 
Sweden and Finland linked their currency to the EC 
currency, the ECU. Iceland 1s also considering the idea. 

According to Hannibalsson, Iceland has an even greater 
need than other countries to tie its currency to the ECU 
in order to stabilize its exchange rate. On the other hand, 
the country’s economy ts extremely vulnerable to fluctu- 
ations. As an example, in 1967 Iceland lost 40 percent of 
its Export revenues when the price of herring dropped 
precipitously on the American market. Iceland must 
counter any possible fluciuations with changes in the 
interest rate, in particular. 

“When we find ourselves in an cconomic upswing, we 
believe we are the nchest people in the world. We are 
optimistic and we invest and spend our moncy freely. 
But we need more stability, so we should tre the krona to 

the ECU. This ts not necessary im the neat few months, 
but afier a while And before we do this, we should gain 
better control over the basic clements of our cconomy.” 

Ihe Baltic —Fveryone’s Business 

The Icelanders do not roar only when their own interests 
are threatened. They are accustomed to supporting 
others, as well. loeland feels particularly close kinship 

with the Baltic states, since they became independent at 

the same time as Iceland, in 1918. This 1s also one of the 
reasons Iceland become involved so strongly and visibly 
in their struggle to regain their independence 

Hannibalsson 1s disappointed in the West for the way it 

turned its back on the Baltic, while helping the other 
nations that have sought liberation from the chains of 
World War ll 

“In NATO, for example, we discussed how we could help 
the Germans with their reunification. The same was truc 
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for the remainder of Eastern Europe. For various rea- 
sons, the Baltic states have been forgotten. The Ger- 
mans, in particular, closed their eyes, since they needed 
the support of the Soviet Union for their reunification. 
The Unnted States, for their part, needed Soviet support 
for developments in the remainder of Eastern Europe. 

Then came the war in the Persian Gulf, where Soviet 
cooperation was needed so that the allies could attack 

Iraq. No one dared mention the Baltic rssuc, since they 

did not want to damage relations with the Soviet 
Union.” 

Iceland saw its role as a small nation in reminding the 
larger ones that the Baltic states, too, should have their 
freedom. The Icelanders immediately sent a telegram of 
congratulations when Lithuania announced its revival as 
a state. Hannibalsson took upon himself the task of 
speaking for the Baltsc nations in NATO and the Council 
of Europe 

“At first there were only two of us—Iceland and Den- 
mark. Eventually, after we had brought up the issue 
repeatedly. others began to accept our arguments. This 
was true of Canada and several small West European 
countnes, for example. The United States, too, was 
unable to close its eyes completely. I see this as an 
example of how even a tiny nation can influence larger 
allies, as long as Our arguments are sound and the rssuc 
cannot be dismissed casily.” 

Foreign Minister Hannibalsson has also tried to arrange 
a mecting with his Sovict counterpart Bessmerinykh to 
discuss the Soviet Union's alleged legal mght to occupy 
the Baltic states, but so far he has been unable to arrange 
a mecting 

“We continue to remind everyone that these are the last 

European remnants of World War Il. Why could the 
Nordic countries not act as a third party in negotiations 

between the Soviet Union and the Baltic states to 
achieve a solution to the problem?” 

Keflavik Important Link 

The situation in the Sovict Union as a whole concerns 

the Icelandic foreign minister. The situation 1s extremely 
uncertain there and in certain sections of what formerly 
was East Europe 

“Detente has not changed Iceland's role. Our location 1s 
important from a security and military standpoint, as i 

has been since World War IL. The EC wants to make the 
West European Union a replacement for NATO or at 
least a cornerstone of West European security policy 

lceland must find us niche here and be willing to 
participate. This 1s actually taboo in Icelandic politics, 

but | can say it to you.” 

Hannibalsson pointed out that it was highly probable 

that the United States eventually would withdraw more 

and more of its troops from Europe. At least the Amer- 
cans are insisting that Europe accept more responsi- 

bility and finance its own military security 
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“The most important task of the United States military 
base at Keflavix 1s monitoring aircraft and naval activi- 
ties in the North Atlantic and securing contact between 
Europe and North America 1m all possible situations. For 
this reason, we can say that the importance of Keflavik 
will increase if the United States reduces its military 
presence in Europe. As a contact link, Iceland wall be 
more important than ever.” 

Norway 

Stoltenberg Reviews Foreign Policy Issues 

P\10907 180691 Oslo ARBEIDERBLADET 
in Norwegian S Jul 91 p 12 

[Erik Sagflaat report: “Summer Chat With Stoltenberg” 

[Text] In brilhant summer weather Foreign Minister 
Thorvald Stoltenberg invited a group of perspiring Nor- 
wegian journalists for a summer chat, coffee, and waffles 
on the terrace of his official residence on Tuengen Alle. 
It was an almost two-hour mecting at which the majority 
of foreign policy rssucs were touched on one by one. 

The EEA [European Economic Areal 

“I still believe in an EEA agreement by the end of July. 
lam relatively confident because it 1s so important for all 
the 19 countries that the FEA agreement 1s completed. | 
believe that the timetable will hold. It has overrun 
slightly because the EC stops the clock from time to time. 

It would be unwise to rule out the possibility that this 
could happen again, but if ut does happen, ut will be not 
because of fish. but because of transport and transit 
problems.” 

Fish and Politicians 

“The most important thing 1s what was said around the 
table (when ministers from the EC and EFTA [European 
Free Trade Association] discussed fish in Luxembourg). 
And the outcome there was crystal clear: Agreement was 

reached. Remember that these were politicians, and | 

have a firm faith om the ability of politicians to find 
solutions to the most difficult things.” 

Arms Sales 

“Trade im arms 1s like trade in money or water—we do 
not know where they will finally end up. This is a 

problem we must respond to. Fortunately Norway 1 not 

alone im its desire to maintain high moral standards 
Canada has launched an initiative and asked us to youn 
The EC has discussed the matter. But take the M-72 
missiles. It 1s not the case that if we stop producing these, 

all will be well We supply people with screws and 
turbines, technology and computer equipment—civihan 

products, but products which can be used for arms 

production. But if we refuse to deliver something that 
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could be used in arms production to somewhere where 
war threatens, we are talking about having to shed tens of 

thousands of jobs.” 

The Superpowers 

“We are sccing cver closer Cooperation between the 

United States and the Sovect Unron. Ths has long been 
a dream. But we should not overlook the fact that ths 
could create problems. When the superpowers ect 

together they can decvde more or less everything ~ 

burope 

“The mechanism for resolving crises which the CSCE 
adopted in Berlin recently has been put to the test sooner 

than capected There are already negotiations under way 

on Yugoslavia. But what we are seeing 1s that the driving 
force 1s the EC. That 1s where mntiatives are being taken 
And then other countries react to the mutiatives 

“The task of the multinational force was to throw 
Saddam Husayn out of Kuwart. It succeeded But then 
the pressure was there for the force to move on Baghdad 
and install a new regime there. We were among those 
who supported the line that we should not go any further 
than what the UN mandate permitted Bul now that we 

are witnessing further developments, we have to ask 
ourselves if so narrow a mandate was correct, We are 
now secing how UN personnel, who are there to check 
that Iraq 1s not trying to produce nucicar arms, are berg 
fired on. There can be no doubt that the situation om rag 
8 serious, and that 1 could develop mito new conflicts ” 

Stoltenberg confirmed Mikhail CGrorhachey's statement 
in Oslo that three-quarters of the negotiations with the 
Soviet Union on a demarcation line om the Barents Sea 
have been completed, but he was unwilling to go into the 
details. “We are mnteresied in close and active coopera. 
tion with the Soviet Umon, and an agreement on a 

demarcation line in the Barents Sea rs a prerequisite for 
such cooperation.” he said 
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Secden 

Slovene. Creat Representatives at boresgn Miumistry 

P0907 151491 Stackholm DAGENS NYHETER 
mm Swedish 5 Jul Vi p 48 

(Dag Eklund report: “Arms Exports To Be Halted” 

[Excerpt] Sweden has decoded to emmediately halt all 
arms caports to Yugoslavia Secden will also envesigaic 
the possrbslity of cstabiesheng a comsulate on | putlpana on 
Slovenia and upgrading the powt of honorary comsul im 
Zagreb in Croatia to that of consul general 

Representatives of the Natronal Association of Slovenes 
and the Natronal Assocsatvon of ( roats met yesterday 

with Foren Ministry Under Secretary of State Prerre 
Schon. They had been mvited to the menrstry to discus 

the conflect on V ugoslavia and to be given an opportunity 
to vouce ther demands 

The delegation made the following demands 

Recognize Siovema and ( roatia as independent sates 
Freeze arms caports to VY ugoslavia 
Sect up a consulate om Lyubhana and upgrade the pow of 

honorary comsul in Zagreb to that of consul general 
An honorary consul 1 generally a native of the country 

and a consulate gencral «= beaded by a Swodssh carcer 

diplomat 

The two delegations sere satisfied when they siepped 
oul mic Gustav Adolf square aficr almowt an hours 

mecting with Prerre Schon 

“Hes attrtude has changed as a result of the attack by the 
Yugoslav Army.” Roman Vertowe: sand 

Prerre Schon was unwillong to concede that Sweden's att. 
tude to Slovens and ( roatia has changed Statements sill 
say that Sweden “supports” the Balts struggic for undepen 

dence, but “notes” that Slowenes and ( roasts want the same 
m thew republics But om hes remarks to the press after the 
mecting he stressed the following section from the Foreign 

Ministry's officsal communique 

“In the long term 1 1 empossthic to hold a state together 

by violence Real and national wenity presupposes demax 

racy and understanding. To try to preserve what has 
hitherto been the prevarleng order by brutal vrotence of 

military means « unacceptablc [passage omitted] 
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Bush | rged fo Exert Pressure on Turkish Side 
NC 1007110091 Nwcomea AH ARAINI om Greek 

10 Jul Vip i 

[Eduonal “Denktas’ Clamcrs and Threats”) 

[Text] We would not be rewealing any scoret of we sand 
that the current sstuatvon of the ( yprus msuc docs not 

give much cause for optemmsm. On the contrary. as has 

been officially established and despite continued move- 
ment on the meuc. the messages we receive are pes 
muittec, and the reason for the « obviows The scoretary 
general of the Restorative Party of the Working Peopic 
has sand wm Athens “We do not speak eoth optemam 
because the messages we receive from Antara do not 
lead ws to feel thes way ~ The whole pro’ \yerefore 
hes with Ankara and the Turkesh sede in | eada 
docs not appear that Ankara and Rau! (ico) ios have 
been working for its solutvon at all Rather Ankara and 
Denktas are actually working for “no soluton.” the 
presery ation of farts accomplrs of —in the best case—for 
the satesfacthion of thew own demands. which do not 
conform with UN resolutvoms of the princypies of mnter- 

national law 

However. while Presedent Crcorge Bush's v rsits to Athens 
and Ankara are approaching. and everyone talking 
about the need to find a solution for Cyprus. we are 
witnessing an unprecedented hardening of the Turkish 
stance The Ankara and Denktas regime spokesmen arc 
attempting to manifest thew imtransigent ch.acter 
through thew publ<c statements Thew cla ong and 
threats against everyone « both provocative and 
insulting to our people and the international Communit 

Everytheng that Ankara and Denktas say should cer- 
tainly not be consdered them final postions We know 

and accept that. to a great extent. Denktas’ clamoring 
and threats am to preyedwe the public m favor of hes 

positions and influence the international community 
and all those who have a specific role m the meue We 
cannot avon taking these statements and threats ser- 
ously. however, and ee cannot accept them paservely. 

because the Turkich ede would then be much clover te 
its goal 

We must thoroughly denounce Turkey's contenuing 
Matements The rssuc rs %ot merely the promotion of the 
Turkish sede but an attempt to forcefully and artutrarily 
impose these posstioey on the majority of the Cypriot 

people This 1s being attempted even with the knowledge 
that it rs undemocratn and flagrantl, violates both our 
people s human nights and fundamental freedoms (bur 
strong denunciation should be directed toward every 

quarter. expecially the United Nations, whose ongomng 
imixave both Denktas and Ankara are repeatedly 
undermining and the United States which has assumed 
the rove of a catalyst for a Cyprus solutren 

We have no iluwons about the role the U noted States 

should play. or about the truc role ot has taken We will 

never stop telling the lL nited Yates thal 1 must exert 

CYPRLS 

hes vesits to Athens and Ankara We arc satesfied wrth the 

wmular approach by both the | S. Government and 
President Bush himsctf 

Denktas’ Criticism, Turkish Remarks Refuted 

NVC O90" 1 S089] Nicoma Cyprus Broadcaning 
Corporanon Radi Network in Greek 1400 GMT 
¥ Jul 9! 

[Text] Commenting on yesterday s Mtavement by Turkish 
Cyprot leader Rauf Denktas on President Veoryros 
Vasihou'’s poly on the Cyprus msuc, government 
spokesman Abrs bands sand such a statement constitutes 
political dissonance and 1 in Complcte contrast with the 
unanimous will of the UN Security Council, which has 
been capressed by its president 

The government spokesman added This indication ss of 
vital emportance if we conuder that Denkias negative 
posrtions are adopted al atime when significant clements of 
the omternational Communit, are cxertong intensive and 
coordinated efforts toward persuading the Turkish wade to 
give satisfactory answers to the questions ransed by Perez de 
Cuellar The spokesman further noted Our wde 6 cooper- 
ating Closely and harmomousl) with Perez de Cuellar and 
renders full support for hrs efforts 

Responding to 4 gucstion on the powtions which the 
Turkrsh presedential ads wer atirybuted to the UN secretary 
general the government spokesman sand Perez de Cuellar 
made no statement after his mecting with Turgut Oval and. 
therefore i cannot be postitlc to verify whether he maim- 
tamned the postion attributed to hom Fandu added The 
UN secretary general's postions are those capressed on hes 

latest report to the Security Cown sl, and there 5 no report 

whatsoever or mdication from the United Nations that 
these powtons have changed 

In conclusson. the spokesman said that Foregn Minister 
Yeoryros lakovow will vst Athens for the best possible 
coordynation between the two governments, particularty 
m view of LS President Croorge Bush's visits to Athens 
and Ankara 
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Cyprict Wemen Io Demonstrate During Bosh Visit 

VO0W7" 141791 Nwooma Crpre Broadcasting 
( orporation Radi Network’ on Greek 1030 GMT 
¥ Jul 9! 

[Text] Cyprot women’s organizations are planning a 
peacetul mass demonstration in Athens during President 
Bush s:wt to remuond the U ned States and the imterna- 
tonal Communit, of thew responsibilities and obhga- 

hhons concermeng ( yprus and its situation 

The demonstration well take place on 18 and 19 July mn 

arcas where the LS. Pressdent will be present. Bush will 

be handed a memorandum Englightcning maternal will 
be distributed. and various observances will be orga- 
nized arming to enlighten international public opimon 

about the Cyprus problem. The basic demand of the 
women's organizations—Pan4 ypriot Federation of 
Women’s Organizations, Protoporna, the Democratx 
Party's Women’s Organization, the Socialist Women's 
Movement and Equal Rights Equal Responsibilities — 
whech will partecepate on the demonstration 1s the imple- 

mentation of UN resolutions and decisions, summit 
agreements. and generally. using the principles of inter- 

national law to restore human nights in Cyprus 

* Recent Parliamestary fF lectoral Results Analyzed 

VIESOSS44 drhens PONDIAI on Greek 24 May 9 

pp io-1° 

[t natinvbuted article “Establishment Strengthened. Sig- 

nificant Messages That Will Affect Developments] 

[Excerpt] The parhamentary clections in C yprus may not 
have altered the political scene significantly —since they 

did not affect the executive branch—bul they sent sg- 

nificant politecal messages that will affect 

¢ the wnternal ( ypreot front, and 

¢ developments mm the Cyprus problem 

Precisely for thes reason we must take a carcful look at 

the results of the Cyprus votung Let's get to at’ 

Has concluseon 

The tig winner om the elections was the Communist 
Party of Cyprus. AKEL [Restorative Party of the 
Working People}. which (despite the split) uncreased its 

vote by 3.1 percent, gong from 27.5 percent mm the 1985 

electrons to 4). 6 percent, which was beyond all capecta- 

trons the most optomrstic forecasters had given nt the 
same percentage as on the last clectrons 

How did the other partics do” 

* The Coalition of the Right (Dhiss [Democratic Rally} 

Liberals) also uncreased its vote, but only by 2.2 percent 
(from 436 to 35.8 percent) Dhiss was capected to 
mecrease its vote bul the rise was lews than forecast 
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The big loser om the clections was former Pressdent 
Spores Kopnancu’s Dinko [Democratic Party], which 
lost 3.1 percent of as vote m the last clections, 

dropping from 27.6 to 19.5 percent 

© The Sociales party, EDREK [Unned Democratic Union 
of the Center], of the pressdent of the outgoing Parha- 
ment, Vasos Lissandhes, held is own, with an msignifi- 
cant drop of 0.2 percent, fron i 1.1 to 10.9 percent 

¢ The two new parties did not manage to win a sagnificant 
percentage of the vote and in all hiehhood the clections 
mark the end of thew political careers. Adhesok [Demo- 
crate Socalest Renewal Movement}, whech was formed 
by the cadres who gut AKEL last year, got just 24 
percent of the vote, while Pakop jcxpanson not given! 
(the refugees’ party) got only 0.6 percent 

Given these percentages. the 56 scats in Parhament are 
distnbuted as follows 

Dhess-Liberals, 20 percent 
AKEL. 18 percent 
Dhiko, 11 percent 

EDhEK. 7 percent 

The other parties did not get the number of votes 
required by the clectoral law to win a scat on Parhament 
(For detailed results. sce the table } 

The Results 

Regitered woters 141.417 voted 190.7) (9) percent) vealed ballots 
442.021 (96 4 percent) eval ballets 12.997 (16 percent) abeten- 
toms ©) S81 (8 percent) 
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The prelyminary gencral concluwons to be drawn from 
results are 

|. The elections strengthened the two large established 
partic: on Cyprus (Dhow and AKEL) and thus reflect the 
conservatism of Cypriot voters, whom i 1% pot casy to 

shift of radicalize from thei traditronal views 

2. They also strengthened the parties which are close to 
power, at the capence of the parties that have low 

Thus. AKEL regained the voters who had shifted to 
Dhiko mn 1985 (when Dhiko was im power) 

+ The elections strengthened President Vasilrou's amb. 
thon of running for president again in 1993. In fact, the 
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merease om the vote goung to AKEL. which supports 
Vasshou, makes of certam that Vasshou will make u to 

the sccond round 

it has been sand that the Cypriot clection results 
Strengthen the “concesssonsst™ forces supporting dia- 
logue and rapprochement with the Turkish Cypriots. 
etc, at the cxpense of the “reyectsonrst™ forces, 1c. those 
secking a more militant stance on the Cyprmot problem 
However, this 6 not enterely correct 

During the campaign. there were significant semularitics in 
all the partees’ postions on the Cyprus problem, with AKEL 
emphatizing is national, patnotic line. Adhisok, which 
took the softest, most concihatory line on the Cyprus 
problem. was esscatially wiped out in the elections. 

Thus, 1 % gormg too far to conclude that the clection 
results strengthened the concesssonrst front. What can be 
sand with certamty 1s that the Cyprus problem was not a 
mayor rssuc mm the clections. Specifically: 

|. TYhess's encrease was tar less than capected and came 
pomarily at Dhiko’s expense. Dhes: gained just one seat. 
which gives if the most seats mm Parhament bul not an 
absolute majority. Liberal party leader N. Rolandhis, a 
foregn menester under Kiprianou, was clected in coop- 

craton with Dhro. Rolandhes is 

* a@ genuine supporter of agreement and compromuisc, 
and 

* aclose tread of Mitsotakss, who 1s supporting him for 
president of Parhament 

2. AKEL’s gam) are due to Dhiko's decline and to the 
fact that AKEL has mdirect access to power and man- 
aged to renew 1s image, casting off its old dogmatic 
image and adopting a more national, patriotic line on the 
(Cyprus problem 

it sa fact that AKEL regamed the vote 1 received im the 
198! electrons, when i got approxmmately 32 percent. In 
1985. 5S percent of AKEL's vote shifted to Dhiko, which was 
then in power and cooperateng with AKEL (the Minimum 
Program) Thus. when AKEL and Dhiko broke off relations 
and AKEL supported Vasilhou for president, that 5 percent 
shifted back as follows 3} percent to AKEL and appros- 
mately 2 percent to Adhisok 

Many have capressed surprise and astonishment at the 

fact that a Communit party he AKEL managed not 
only to retaen its strength but on fact to sncrease t during 
the worldwide collapse of cxrsting Socialiwm 

The caplanation 1s simple 

* AKEL « not and never has been a stnct communni 
party It has repeatedly cooperated with bourgeors 

CYPRUS s 

parties and supported all Cyprus's pressdents (Makar- 
10s, Kipranou, Vasihou) 

¢ AKEL has almost never been an opposition party. 
which means ot has enjoyed direct access to power. 

AKEL's strength derives primarily from ius trade 
umonimt base. It os the trade umon party and offers is 
supporters protection and security. 

3. Dhiko's decline 1s due primarily to the fact that «t had 
lost power and was unable to renew sisclf in the mean- 
tume. Its old Ieadership was unable to mmspire voters, 
while ts platform was unconvincing since the part, had 
espoused different policies and practices while in power 
In addition to its lack of credibility, there was yet 
another reason for Dhiko's decline: its officials’ internal 
bickering, which also undermined the party's cohesion. 

However, Dhiko 1s a presence in the political center and 
will play a mayor role both in the electron of the president 
of Parhament and in future presidential clections. 

Although clected to Parliament, Dhiko leader Kipnanou 
gave up his seat to another candidate from his party. He 
did not, however, resign from the party leadership. 
Certainly Dhiko’s election defeat raises the question of 
the party's leadership and of how long Kiprianow will 
remain head of the party 

Dhiko's decline also hurts Kiprianou's chances of run- 
ning for president again in 1993 

Finally, one of Dhrko’'s parhamentar sms 1s Tasos Papad- 
hopoulos, a dynamec politician who 1 certain to try to 

succeed Kiprianou as Dhiko head when and if the latter 
is removed/ quits 

4. That EDhEK got the same percentage of the vote as i the 
last clections testifies to that party's place as a stable force m 
Cypnot political affairs but also to sts farlure to mcrease its 
relatively small share of the vote Thus 1s due to the faslure of 
all of ts recent efforts to renew and modernize its image 
with new faces and ideas. In addition, « was unable to 
cxplont its advantages (the head of EDhEK was president of 
Parhament, the government was relatiwely friendly to i, 
etc.) and convert them into votes 

EDhEK will continue to play a mayor role in Cypriot 
political affairs as a party of the center-efi bul a ns 

doubtful whether leader Vasos Lissarindhis will be 
reelected president of Parhament 

5. The remamung parties did not win the votes required 
to enter Parhament. Adhisok was not able to persuade 
voters of its reformist spirit and was crushed between 

AKEL and FEDAEK 

The new Parliament has quite a few new faces and, for 
the first tome, three womes. [passage omitted] 
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Optimism Over Bush Visit “Lowered” in Cyprus 

NC 0007144291 Athens ELEVTHEROTIPIA on Gree 

Y Jul 91 p 48 

[By Nicosia correspondent Fanos Konstandindhis) 

[Excerpt] President Yeoryos Vasihou and Prime Minister 
Konstandinos Mitsotakis had a lengthy telephone conversa- 
thon yesterday during which they brcfed cach other and 

exchanged views on the latest Cyprus developments 

The two leaders focused on the new move by Javicr Perez de 
Cuellar and on George Bush's upcoming visits to Athens 
and Ankara Vashou and Mitsotakss agreed that Cyprot 

Foren Minister Yocoryros lakovow should vest Athens on 
Friday for a further exchange of wews with the Greek 
Government on the new phase mm the Cyprus msuc, which 

both governments assess as determinative 

Optimism that spectacular results will emerge from 
Bush's visit to Ankara regarding the Cyprus msuc has 
lowered considerably in Nicosia 

According to Nicosa reports, Bush will not take a plan 

for a Cyprus solution to Ankara, as t was empled and 
reported for days mn the ncws media 

The latest reports here say the US. Pressdent will lem 

himself to recommending to the Turkish side “readjust. 
ments in the terrtonal question. while also stressing the 
need to support the UN secretary general's new move 

So Bush actually 1s passing the ball to Perez de ( wellar 
who now sets the convention of an international confer. 

ence as the mam goal of his efforts Convenmng such a 
conference, however, does not appear tangibic 

Perez de Cuellar 1s trying to find the key to the mterna- 
tonal conference that would satisfy all sides. when 

neither the quadrpartite conference—proposed by Tur- 

key—nor the mutilatcral conference—proposed by 

Cireece—are acceptable 

It 1s not known whether Perez de C uctlar will achieve hes 
goal. The Turkish persistence on “political equality” also 
torpedoes the new move by the UN secretary general 
[passage omitted] 

* LS. Policy, National Interests Viewed 

* Relations Reviewed 

VIESOSSS 4 trhems ELEVTHEROTIPIA in Greed 
30 May 91 pp 14-15 

jArtcle by Kira Adham “America, U's, and Our 
Neighbor, Assignment in the United States, How They 
See U's on Washington, No More Mlusons”] 

[Text] With the end of the Cold War era, which was marked 
by the changes in Eastern Europe, the United States too 
faces “a new world.” one which still has not found is 

balance and 1 quite far from the American “model” 
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Well aware of ts strength compared to other countries, 
the US. Government appears to be bestateng a5 to 
whah path to take m a ace world onder no longer 
defined by East-West tenwons and not offermg the 
“oertamties” of the bupolar gamec. whole bringeng to the 
surtace all sorts of deputies, disagreements, and prob- 

lems among the nce “regronal powers” —the Unsned 
States. the powers of Europe—along with the European 
Sovect Union—the powers mn the Pacific and the rest of 

the Third and Fourth. weakened and sch Wortds 

Hesstating with the slogan of a “new world order” which 
George Bush found very casy to utter but very drfficull to 
bring about, the United States = seckeng a polecy that 
will ensure its place as the largest and strongest power. mm 

a fnendly environment of powers “with collective 
responsibility — 

In the search for thes policy, the clashes of micrnatronal 

interests are More mmtense. as are the comsegucnces for 
powers and states thai gct mm the way of the “l anted 
States national mmtcrest today 

As for Coreece, bilateral relatvons are naturally in a review 

and readjusiment phase It is up to Athens—on the hase 
of Coreece’s natronal mmterests and m cognizance of is 

ad antage in belonging to soon-to- be-united FE urope—to 
move out of the dark shadow of the Truman Doctrine, 
which essentially marked the start of the Cold War and 

had a decisive effect on Cireece’s postwar fate, and sock 
an effective, balanced bilateral relatronship 

in thes serves, we will lay out the empresons and 
observs-.ons from our recent trop to the Unnted States 

* 

* 

The government and the prime moenrster regularly prarse 
themecives for the recent mmprovement m Crreck- 

American relations and indeed there are numerous signs 
of such an improvement. We see them m the photo 

graphs and films of vests to the U’nvted States by the 

prime menester, the minster of foreugn affairs. and 
recently the munrster of natronal deferse Handshakes 
and smiles photo opportunitees: vague. flattering 
phrases from Pressdent Bush about the prime moniter, 
vague promises about Bush vesrteng Athens, honor 
guards for Gireck dignetaries vesiteng the Pentagon. the 
rare “privilege” of sharing a stroll through the White 
House rose garden 

Then what’ 

Anyone crowing the Atlant can get a first taste of 
reality semmediately Even though Crreece ms very close to 

the nettlesome Moiddic East. where Washington is trying 
after the fact to understand and umplement that phrase— 

Presedent Bush's Mamp without ma—about a new world 
order, Cireece & fever Mentonce om the American prews 

and clectronn media For mance the only mention of 
Coreece mm the last oa weeks wa on article on THE NEW 
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YORK TIMES about Greece's position im the EEC and 
its EEC partners’ totally negative view of 11, the article's 
maccuracees and cuaggerations made i very nasty. On 
the other hand—and the comparison forces itself upon 
the observer—our neighbor to the cast features in the 
American press almost every day, and not just because of 
the Kurdish refugee problem. In other words. the avcrage 
Amerncan citizen 1s forming very specific views and at 
the same time the average Greek in the United States 
gcts precesely the same message: Greece os absent from 
current developments and consequently is special 
weight in international politics 1s nil 

One hears nothing at the State Department or in Con- 
gress to soften this negative impression. The opimon 
expressed by State Department diplomats and ( ongres- 
sonal staffers 1s not significantly different. although of 
course for obvious reasons they insist on anonymity 
Operating with the semple, event-driven type of diplo- 
macy whech has developed in United States (and which 
18 often astonishing for its naivete, oversimplification, 
and ignorance of misunderstanding of fundamental 
facts, not only of history but also of modern politics). 
these officials have no qualms about saying that the LS 
Government not concerned about Greece at this 
moment. If thes phrase 1s put into Greek terms—which 
the Greek Government docs ad nauscam. since it 16 
addressing only 1s own chentele, the Grecks—one can 
indeed conclude that “things are gorng well” and conse- 
quently that there has indeed been a real “improvement” 
in tilateral relations 

“Vou Have No Presence” 

However, on thew small, cramped, and far from impres- 
sve offices, U.S. officials leave thei mteriocetors no 
margin esther to misinterpret of to pul a better face on 
what they mean by that statement 

“You're a self-centered vountry solely concerned about 

your own problems. You have no presence on the 
imternational scene, you've got nothing to offer, nor are 
you part of the mternational debate.” a State Depart. 
ment diplomat emphasized to me. “Find yourself a role 
at last and get involved in international affairs too if you 
want your frends and allies to heed you. The Creek 
Crovermment appears to want the United States to find a 
role for it to play but we're not gorng to do that. That's up 
to you...” she concluded 

The neat question, of course, 1s “What role” The State 
Department 1s particularly clear on that pornt 

(ireece must seck its role somewhere cise than im the 
Middle East and Eastern Mediterrancan There « no 
doult about that message The United States of Coorge 
Bush and his small group of close personal associates has 

decided that Turkey » “ow the leading role im the 
regron so Crreece will hy seck its future clsewhere 

mm other fields, than there in any case. it does not take a 

special message from State Department officials to make 

GREECE x” 

that clear. The Baker letter to Samaras delivered the 
message very Clearly on February: Stay away from Turkey 
and the Middie East 

Minor Role 

Well, then, what wai Greece's role be, since the United 
States views any Greek contribution to, or influence on. 
Middle East developments as a prion “negligible” or 
“superfluous”? State Department bureaucrats, techno- 
crats, and analysts bounce that question back to Athens 
A role mm the Balkans’ The Americans give no direct 
response because, as they admit privaicly. the United 
States does not have a concrete policy mm the Balkans at 
this moment, although the situation im Yugoslavia 1s of 
the utmost concern to i 

However, mid-level and semor State Depa.tment offi- 
cils are quick to mention the minority problems 

throughout the Balkans, considering them the major 
issue for the regron’s future, but giving no additional 
details about current or planned US. policy. The same 
officials suggest that Greece can play an independent 
role im the region but that Washington will judge any 
actions Greece may take mm the hight of “US. national 
interests” (a concept that varies with the event-driven 
LS. policy at any given time) 

Dissatisfaction 

Sources both at the State Department and im Congress 
cxpress them dissatesfaction with Greece's position in the 
European Community today. They note portedly that 
even the Portuguese economy is growing faster than 
Greece's and ask what Greece can do within the EEC as 
it moves toward unification (a movement about which 
the United States has grave reservations, since ut feels 
that a united Europe will form the third great economic 
bloc on the world and consequently a mayor rival for US 
economic interests in the great international markets) 

The same sources also speak cynically about Crreece’s 

domestic situation. Greece's capenence with coalition 
governments over the past year has left no mark on their 
thinking and naturally none of them discussed or even 
mentioned the lefi's partceupation in the government, 
nor the efforts of the KKE [Communit Party of Greece] 
to adjust to the spurt of Gorbachev. Washington's 
interest 1s still focused on the two main Creek parties but 
comparison of them ceriamly docs not mchne Sate 
Department and ( ongresssonal burcaucrats and analysts 
to prefer New Democracy over PASOK [Panhellenic 
Socialist Movement] or vice versa 

Mitsotakis or Papandreow’ 

People om the State Department are very well aware of 

Bush's preference for Mitsotakis. But at the working 
level thes preference has not yet turned mito closer 

bilateral cooperation of mereased officsal American 
interest in Athens—and officials come nght out and say 
so 6“So far Mitsotakes has only done little things for 
bilateral relations.” observes a Congressional staffer 
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“Sure he recognized Isracl, he’s shown a greater interest 
in combating terrorism and took care of the bases 
question, but that would have been taken care of in any 
case. But beyond that he doesn't appear to have a policy, 
he doesn't propose anything, he’s just agrees. But that's 

not enough.” 

When it comes to PASOK, these State Department and 
Congressional officials turn very aggressive. Part of the 
reason may be that today Papandreou does not appear to 

have open access to the White House nor even any 
“backdoor channel” to the president. And 1 also seems 

clear that Mitsotakis managed early on to cut off his 
great rival on the Greek political scene from the current 
U.S. president and those close to him. PASOK did not 

promote bilateral relations; on the contrary, it worsened 

them, say the same American interlocutors. They still 

dwell on Papandreou’s statements about the shoot-down 

of the South Korean jumbo jet in 1985 and they all 
blame him for the anti-Americanism in Greece in the 
1970's and early 1980's. Nevertheless, the atmosphere 

changes radically when the discussion turns to the 
PASOK leader personally. They consider him an excep- 
tional personality (not necessarily in political terms) and 

he never ceases to fascinate them (though not necessarily 
during working hours). 

“Under PASOK, everything in our relations was nega- 
tive. But even today with the Mitsotakis government, 
relations essentially have dried up,” a Congressional 
staff member observed. 

However, one issue in Greek political life still concerns 

the American bureaucracy, which appears to accept, at 
least for the time being and with obvious indifference, 
that the best they can hope for 1s that things will not 
deteriorate: 

“How do the majority of Greeks feel about domestic polit- 
ical developments?” or in other words, “Will Greeks’ ten- 
dency to pay less and less attention to politics grow?” 

We all know that illusions do not last long and the 

government must have realized by now that Cireck- 

American relations have declined badly. 

At the Pentagon and State Department—where interest 

remains focused on the Middle East, the venue of the 
first attempt to bring about the “new world order” — 
mention of Greece produces shrugs. The U.S. Govern- 
ment and its officials appear not to be hostile toward 
Greece and its government but, what 1s worse, they act as 

if they did not exrst or were of no concern to them 

The first thing the Greek Government must have realized 1s 
that Washington has absolutely excluded it from its calcu- 
lations for the Middle East and Eastern Mediterranean 

For the present—and as long American plans to settle the 
Middle East question inch forward—Washington 1s 
attempting to make it clear to Athens that it has chosen 
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Turkey out of nts Atlantic allies as its “partner” in the 
region. “Greece will have to accept the fact.” a State 
Department official said, “that Turkey will be playing a 
bigger role in the region now than Greece, duc to its 
geographic location.” 

Given this oversimplified-—but in any case definite 
decision—State Department officials find an opportu- 
nity to express their unhappiness with—indeed their 
obyectton to—the triangular Athens-Ankara-Washington 
complex, which has governed Greek-American relations 
in the past. And there are many indications that Wash- 

ington will do everything i can to break that triangular 
relationship—not to Greece's benefit of course. 

Settle Things Yourselves 

More readily than in the past perhaps, the same sources 
are now openly encouraging Greece and Turkey to settle 
their disputes through direct political talks. With no 

particular attention or interest in the peculiarities of 
each problem, State Department officials toss the legal 
dispute over the Aegean continental shelf into the same 
basket with Ankara’s expansionist behavior in Acgean 
sea and air space 

Sources in Congress confirm that there 1s something to 
the slogan “Settle your disputes with Turkey.” Under the 
cloak of “private intiative™ an effort 1s already under 
way in the United States to bring about a high-level 
political rapprochement between Athens and Ankara to 

conclude an agreement in the form of a friendship and 
nonaggression pact. One of the apparent supporters of 
this “initiative,” which 1s coming to the fore again, 1s M. 
Stearns, the former U.S. ambassador to Athens, who ts 
also preparing a book on the subject. The same American 
sources say that the U.S. Government has not shown any 
official interest on this effort, either to accept i or to 

reject ut. Clearly i ts wanting to see if it gets off the 
ground. The same sources say that so far Athens has not 
been sounded out on this score. Nevertheless, they by no 

means rule out the possibility that encouragement, 
advice, or pressure might have reached the Greek Gov- 

ernment from unofficial American sources 

The same tactic appears to be under way mm Ankara as 

well. There 1s, for example, the recent NEW YORK 

TIMES editorial personally addressed to Turkish Presi- 

dent (ral. Referring to the quid pro quos which Turkey 

is Secking from the United States today, the TIMES 
noted that “Mr. Oval's stature will now be measured by 

his boldness in handling the issue of the mghts of his 
country’s Kurds and mm putting an end to Turkey's old 

disputes with its Greek neighbors.” A very little move- 
ment has been noted with respect to Turkey's disputes 
with Greece on Aegean sea and air space mghts and 
Turkey's military intervention im Cyprus. 

In the meantime the official US. Government appears to 

have decided to let bilateral relations with Greece stagnate 
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The 7:10 Ratio Is Histery 

In the ongoing saga of efforts to save the 7:10 ratio, 
Congress has the last word of course. But Congress does 
not have anything nice to say about Greece. 

Foreign Relations Commitice staff members say outright 
that the substance of the 7:10 ratio is now history, since in 
their opinion 1 has been definitively overturned. They can 
in fact cite this year’s very recent and indicative case, when 
the ratio was Overturned in practice and in substance. 

Formally, the ratio was retained by Congress for 1991 
but of the $350 million that Greece receives, only $60 
million ts in the form of grants, while all of Turkey's 
$500 million is in the form of grants. And while the 
Greek “spigot” turns off abruptly at $350 million, the 
same is not true for our neighbor. Turkey ts receiving 
another $200 million in cash as economic aid (in the 
corridors of the Capitol, people believe that eventually 
will be used to purchase military hardware) and another 
$1.29 billion in emergency economic aid of another type. 

The same Congressional officials feel that the overturn 
of the 7:10 rate 1s now an established fact in substance 
and that this will not change in the future. They further 
note the fact that in recent years Greek Governments 

have continued their policy of not using up the U.S. aid 
funds, which has led some to conclude that Athens “isn't 
interested” in using them and finally that Athens ts using 

the 7:10 ratio as a “weapon” against Turkey. “Greece's 
behavior in recent years.” observes a member of the 

Foreign Relations Committee staff, “leads to the conclu- 
sion that Greek Governments are now hostages of the 
7:10 ratio. This leads nowhere because the ratio’s only 

existed on paper virtually since 1985." 

“In recent years Greek Governments have used reten- 
tion of the 7:10 rateo as a means to exert pressure on the 

U.S. Government and they have done so only for 
domestic [Greek] political reasons,” comments a State 
Department official who deals with the Athens- 
Ankara-Washington triangle. 

The prospects for keeping the 7:10 ratio are not good 
now. A member of the Foreign Aid Committee staff 
explains that “from now on countries receiving aid from 
the United States will have to find new ways beyond the 
‘traditional’ ones if they want to keep on receiving aid. 
But in any case two countries will continue to receive 
significant amounts of aid—lIsrael and Turkey.” 

U.S. officials readily demonstrate the decline in the 7:10 
ratio but do not propose any way to save it. On the 
contrary, it looks as if they want to free Athens from this 
“hostage situation” —as they see it—as quickly as pos- 
sible but they are quite unwilling to think about or 
propose alternatives. Once again, with an easy indiffer- 
ence, they leave it up to Athens to make the decision and 
handle this difficult problem. 
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Turkey: Now It Has a Lobby 

One thing they do make clear, however: the weakening of 
the Greek lobby in the United States and the increasing 
influence of the Turkish lobby. It is generally admitted 
that the Turkish Government is spending millions of 
dollars to strengthen its lobby, with growing effect. 
Reports indicate that Richard Perle, the well-known 
former State Department [as published] official, now an 
employee of the Turkish lobby, has been working very 
hard indeed to strengthen the ties between the Turkish 
and Jewish lobbies. 

Another issue thal is going to cause trouble now in 
Greek-American relations 1s human rights. Athens got its 
“first whiff” of this this year in the unacceptable human 
rights report on Greece, with its plethora of inaccuracies 
and exaggerations. The Sotirhos letter, a hurried attempt 
to interpret away the inaccuracies in the report, appears 
to have had very little effect on the section responsible 
for human rights at the State Department. “Wait until 
next year. Then you'll see.” was one American official's 
pugnacious response. He added, “What's particularly 
important for the State Department 1s how the govern- 
ment in question responds when the human nights report 
comes out. That tells us a lot.” 

They Got Mad 

Diplomatic circles in Washington do not conceal the fact 
that the Bush administration and the State Department 
in particular are very displeased with the Greek Govern- 
ment’s sharp response to the publication of this year's 
report on human rights in Greece and they feel that this 
response will boomerang next year. The same people 
believe that there will be another strong reference to the 
nonexistent Slavomacedonian issue. But there 1s more. 
American diplomatic circles note Romania's (') recent 
expression of “dissatisfaction” with the Greek Govern- 
ment for rejecting its request to establish links with the 
“Viach minority” in Greece and they do not rule out the 
possibility that next year this nonexistent issue will be 
mentioned as well. 

Al any rate, the State Department 1s waiting to see not 
only the next Helsinki Watch report but also what 
happens at the 1991 CSCE human rights conferences in 
Geneva and Moscow. The “voices of protest” that will 
be raised there and the way they are handled will be 
taken very much into account in the next American 
human rights report. 

It is clear that the issue of human rights 1s very rapidly 
being turned into a powerful tool of U.S. foreign policy. 
The main “formal” reason is that every year Congress 
asks and pressures the administration to prepare a report 
on the status of human rights in every country thal 
receives any sort of aid from the United States. Since the 
changes in Eastern Europe, the administration has sys- 
tematically been upgrading the issue of human nights and 
minorities to one of the basic elements of its foreign 
policy. With the slated foreign aid reductions, the 
administration 1s using this issue—and will do so even 
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more in the future—as a powerful negotiating weapon in 
its policy and in the pressure it exerts On countries in 
order to justify aid reductions or persuade them to 
pursue different policies vis-a-vis Washington. 

Diplomatic sources say that in the immediate future the 
issue of human rights and the status of minorities is going to 
form the American “battering ram™ in the stormy Balkan 
region. The State Department does not appear to have—or 
does not wish to appear to have—a concrete policy toward 
the changes in the Balkans. Nonetheless, in the general 
atmosphere taking shape in Europe today, Washington is 
letting it be known that it will not discard the minorities 
“card,” even though the Balkans are not now a high-priority 
region for the State Department. 

* Changed Situation 

QESOSSSB Athens 1 KATHIMERINI in Greek 
I Jun 91 pl 

{Article by Panos Loukakos: “From 1959 to 1991"] 

[Text] Late yesterday afternoon i was announced in 
Athens and Washington that U.S. President George 
Bush will pay an official visit to Greece on 17-19 July 
Immediately afterwards the U.S. president will visit 
Ankara. And the day before yesterday he met in the 
White House with Cypriot President Vasiliou 

It 1s clear from all this that an intense American effort 1s 

now under way, focussed on the Balkans and the Eastern 
Mediterranean. More specifically: 

Today the State Department has the Cyprus problem, 
the Greek-Turkish disputes, and the role of Athens and 
Ankara in Balkan developments on its list of priorities 
for the region. And of course all this forms just one small 
part of American foreign policy—the Western part—in 
pursuit of the so-called “new order” after the Gulf War 
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On the other hand, the Greek Government, lke is 

predecessors, 1s on a foreign policy track that the United 

States does not particularly care for. Washington feels 

that Greece 1s one-sidedly onented toward Europe—in 

economic, political and defense terms—-so that the tra- 

ditional American influence 1s now much weakened 

For U.S. policy, then, the main goal al present 1s to get 

Greece back on the pro-American track of the past, in 
return for “intervening” im some way in the Cyprus 

problem, granting Athens some broader role in the 
Balkans, preserving a relative arms balance between 
Athens and Ankara, and muting Turkish aggressiveness 
through the fnendship and nonaggression pact which 
Washington 1s promoting. 

For Greece, however, matters are different. Greece has 

no reason to become the United States’ gendarme in the 
Balkans. Far less does ut now need American interven- 

tion in Greek-Turkish disputes for the simple reason that 
it 18 far more in the national interest to view them as a 
threat to the security of a European country and EEC 

member, rather than as a “neighborhood squabble” 
between two of Washington's satellites 

Thirty-two years after Dwight E:senhower, another Amer- 
can president 1s visiting Greece. But 1991 1s not 1959 

Spokesman on Participation in CSCE Delegation 

VC0907 154291 Athens Ellinitki Radhiotonia Radio 

Vetwork in Greek 1800 GMT 9 Jul 91 

[Text] Government spokesman Viron Polidhoras 

announced that Greece will participate in a CSCE delega- 

tion to Yugoslavia, which will supervise the cease-fire. The 
government spokesman added: Greece accepted the CSCE- 
relevant resolution, which entrusted the EEC with orga- 
nizing this mission. CSCE also decided to organize another 
delegation to Yugoslavia to serve a political and mediating 
role. Polidhoras said: Yugoslavia agrees to these delegations 
and completely accepts Greece's participation 
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UN Chief Comments on Cyprus Issue, Departs 

140907174391 Ankara TRT Television Network 
in Turkish 1600 GMT 9 Jul 91 

[Excerpts] UN Secretary General Perez de Cuellar has 
said that Turkey's goodwill approach to the solution of 
the Cyprus problem 1s pleasing. [passage omitted] 

In a statement at Istanbul Airport before his departure 
from Turkey today, the UN secretary general said that 
the Cyprus problem 1s closely linked to the stability of 
the region. He said he found Turkey's opinions on the 
solution of the Cyprus problem effective. It is necessary 
to be very well prepared for a meeting of high-level 
officials, he stressed. Otherwise, he added, such a 
meeting would not succeed. 

He pointed out that UN officials Camilion and Feissel 
will meet the concerned sides on dates to be determined 
One of the most important issues we are discussing 1s the 
concept of equality within a federal state, he said. 

He was then asked his views on the situation in Yugoslavia 
He replied: As you know, the developments in Yugoslavia 
constitute a very important source of concern for everyone, 
including the United Nations. So far this problem has been 
tackled within a regional framework, by European organi- 
zations. Organizations such as the EC and the CSCE are 
trying to mediate. The United Nations did not enter the 
picture so as not to duplicate the peace efforts of those 
regional organizations. Everyone, all countres, are in favor 
of Yugoslavia’s unity because it 1s a very important country 
in the Balkans. As far as | heard in Istanbul, the situation 1s 
beginning to calm down, even if it 1s not yet completely 

calm 

Perez de Cuellar then left Turkey. 

* Foreign Affairs Official on EC Membership 

YIESOS314 Istanbul CUMHURIYVET in Turkish 

26 May 91 p 12 

[Interview with Ozdem Sanberk, under secretary of the 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs, by Sabetay Varol, place and 
date not given] 

[Text] 

Who Is Ozdem Sanberk? 

Ambassador Ozdem Sanberk 1s preparing to assume his 
new job as under secretary of the Ministry of Foreign 
Affairs to which he was appointed recently. Currently he 
is serving the last weeks of his appointment as Turkey's 
permanent delegate to the EC. A graduate of the School 
of Law of Istanbul University, Sanberk jyouned the Min- 
istry of Foreign Affairs in 1963. He served as deputy 
permanent delegate in the Turkish mussions to the 
OECD and UNESCO in Paris between 1980 and 1985. 
In 1985 he was appointed as the deputy head of the 
Economic Affairs Department of the Ministry of Foreign 
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Affairs. He also served as a member of the Atomic 
Energy Commission. After serving as Prime Minister 

between 1985 and 1987, Sanberk was named as Turkey's 
permanent delegate to the EC in 1987. He has been 
serving in that position since then. 

harmony between these two segments? 

[Sanberk] I do not agree that there 1s any disharmony. It 
18 true that such reports have appeared in our press, but 
I think that it 1s highly disputable how well those reports 
echo the truth. In my opinion, the most important new 
element that can be introduced into the foreign affairs 
bureaucracy 1s this: To explain Turkey's foreign policy in 
very clear terms to both the Turkish public and the 
TBMM [Turkish Grand National Assembly). 

For example, when members of the EC-Turkish Jomt 
Parhamentary Commission meet with European parlia- 
meniarians the latter hold an important advantage. They 
learn what Turkey thinks not from us but from Turkish 
parliamentarians. 

In addition, dialog within Turkey is just as deficient as 
the dialog between us and Europe. This deficiency exists 
at the level of both the political parties and the general 
public. | think that from now on we must be able to 
assess better what the common denominators are 
between us and the press, our political parties, the 
TBMM and the entire bureaucracy 

There has not been any fundamental changes in Turkey's 
foreign policy since 1923. However, the world has been 
changing. As the world changes we have to undertake 
certain changes and adjustments This must be explained 
very well. The only way to do that is openness and 
transparency 

[Varol] The belref that Europe has been applying double 
standards to our country and that it has treated us in a 
duplicitous manner has been spreading in Turkey 
recently. As a person who has represented Turkey at the 
highest level in Europe for many years, can you summa- 
rize in a few sentences your impressions on this matter? 

[Sanberk] Obviously, there 1s a strong sentiment in 
Turkey to the effect that we have been deprived of what 
we deserve. Although this type of sentiment appears to 
be peculiar to us, semilar sentiments can be observed in 
the EC in the context of its ties with other countnes and 
its internal relations. For example, at this time, the EC is 
negotiating with EF TA [European Free Trade Associa- 
tion] to create a single and large European market. These 
negotiations are now roughly in their sixth year. The 
problems have still not been resolved, and the same 
sentiment can be observed in all EFTA countries. 

Turkey has big problems with the EC. Turkey (and to 
some extent Europe) has begun to see all relations 
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through the lens of these problems. What needs to be 
done 15 to identify the rssues that unite us rather than 
emphasize those that divide us. What «we may gain or 
lose from the relavonship between us 6 sO important 

that we cannot achieve anything if we underscore prob- 
lems only. | do not agree with the charges about double 
standards or duplicity. To some extent, that 1s something 
we have created ourselves 

[Varol] It has been four vears sence Turkey applied for 
full membership in the EC. During those four years, the 
application went through varrous stages and various 

responses were given. When the issue 1s viewed from an 
overall perspective, do the positive aspects heavier than 

the negative aspects or vice versa” 

[Sanberk] As a journalist you have the mght to ask that 
question, but the most difficult thing in the world 1s give 
a Diack-and-white answer to questions on international 

relations. Obviously, 1 os very hard to say that positive 

aspects weigh heavier, because we have not attained the 
targets we set for ourselves. We applied for full member- 
ship, but we also said from the outset that this is a 
Gelicate and long path 

Perhaps some more claboration 1s needed. Jomuing the 
EC 1s a goal which a country can attain by taking certain 
measures unilaterally. The EC wall not change its rules so 
that we can porn it. It has not done that for any country 

In order to jorn the Community, a country must comply 
with standards written and unwritten in the Treaty of 
Rome not just cconomcally but mm many other arcas 

Thas 1s not something that can be done in three years. We 
told the EC: “Let us take these measures in collaboration 
with the Community and withen the framework of a 

certain program. Let us md ourselves of the climate of 

uncertainty between us. Let us start negotiations for that 
purpose.” They did not respond to this request. There 
are reasons that stem from us and there are reasons that 
do not stem from us 

[Varol] There are issues On which we think we are nght 
but which the Europeans do not accept In your opinion. 

what are the points which the Europeans have the most 
difficulty understanding with regard to Turkey” 

[Sanberk] The way the two sedes veew the issue is 
different. Neither we understand what the EC is fully 
nor do they undersiand Turkey's European character 
and its European policy. The reason for that 1s the lack of 

a dialog between us Before the outbreak of the Gulf war, 
ltahan Foreign Minister De Michelis. who was the term 
president of the European Commussion at that time, 
came to Turkey Then, mn December, Abel Matutes, a 
member of the Commission, visited Turkey More 

recently, German Foragn Minister Genscher came to 
Turkey. If you notice, the status of contacts with the EC 
cannot be considered promising 

The meeting between Turkey and the “Trovka™ that has 
been talked about for a long terme has stil! not been held 
I do not know the reasons for that. Because of a lack of 
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contacts, both ssdes are making Mayor crrors im assessing 
the other sade. We keep viewing the Community as 2 
State. The truth 1s that the Community 1s not a state, it is 
an alliance trying to become a state. Conversely, they do 
not know what our status will be on Europe, especially at 
the public oprmion level. 

This 1s because Turkey 1s not at the heart of Europe like, 
say, Austna or Switzerland. That situation 1s causing 
protiems for us. Obviously, that attribute is also an 
advantage, because we gct diverse opportunities by 
virtue of our location. However, the Europeans cannot 
fully answer the question: “Does Turkey really want to 
jon Europe?” The situation will be different if we can 
have more contacts between us 

[Varoil] Is st not possible to create more opportunities for 
contact deliberately” 

[Sanberk] The way to create more opportunities for 
contact 1s this We have contractual stipulations between 
us, these must be made to work. In other words, the 
association treaty must be revived. There are institu- 
tional devices im that agreement. These include the 
association council, the joint parliamentary commission 

and others. Only the joint parhamentary commission 
among these 1s currently operatronal. If we can make the 
association treaty fully operatoonal. all these institutions 

of dialog will work fully. and a political dialog will be 
established There are also some economic difficulties 
related to antedumping and ant:subsidy issucs. Then the 
tume will come for these problems But this relatsonship 
18 Not berng established 

[Varol) The follownng sentement has begun to take root im 
Turkey We have legal nghts stemming from the association 
treaty—not pust with regard to the corculation of workers. 

but also in other areas We are unable to defend these nghts 
in the appropriate forums For example. there 1s the issue of 
ciport quotas even though that 1s not possible according to 

the association treaty. Can we not go to the Luxembourg 
Court of Justice. garn certamn trump cards by establishing a 

plaintiff-defendant relationship and thus have our demands 
accepted more casily” 

[Sanberk] We must see the following The association 
treaty has four princepal dimensions. First, trade provi- 

sions related to the customs unmon. Second, free circula- 
tion [of workers} Therd, trade mm agricultural products. 
Fourth, financial cooperation. In addition, there is a 
provision on interparhamentary relations. If you dis- 
count this last demenson which has begun to function 
only recently. only one dimension of the treaty 1s oper- 
ational: the trade section. And that has been limping. It 
is lomping because they have imposed quotas on us in 
violation of the agreements 

However, quota agreements are signed and our exports 
thus proceed by presenting the issue as being in the 
interests of both sedes This 1s a practoce that violates the 
association treaty. Even so, Turkey has become the EC's 
largest outside suppher of textiles 
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We took some measures to correct the flawed operation 
of our association agreements. First among these are 
steps aimed at revitalizing the treaties. Is 1 in our 
interests to raxse the issue legally at the Luxembourg 
Court of Justice, and 1s that possible” This issue cannot 
be taken up from a legal standpoint alone. One must also 
think in political terms. Perhaps, what you are proposing 
may be discussed. 

[Varol] lt has been said that because of the policy we 
pursued in the Gulf crisis we will get closer to Europe 
and that some doors will open more casily. 

[Sanberk] Obviously, that 1s an imocorrec\ assessment. 
Such a thing cannot happen. Jomuing the EU 1s a very 
complex issue. Turkey's posture during the Gulf crisis 
demonstrated the uniformity and consistency of its pol- 
cies since 1923. In other words, Turkey has always sided 
with the pluralist democracies. However, that does not 
mean that we have acted against the countrnes around us 
by applying for full membership in the EC. 

In any event, these policies are not alternatives for each 

other. Turkey will pursue a policy appropriate to its 
geography. Turkey's greater interests are tied to the 
development of its relations with neighboring nations. 
Today, Spain has not downgraded its relations with 
Latin America just because joined the EC. On the 
contrary, it can help them even better. A strong Turkey 
that 1s a member of a strong Europe (I do not mean 
expansionist by strong) can provide such great opportu- 
nities for neighboring nations that it can play a much 
more significant role than it is playing now in the 
sociopolitical and economic development of that region. 

[Varol] Many of our neighbors have been trying to have 
closer ties with Turkey om order to take advantage of its 
European connection. Soviet Armenia ts the latest though 
not the only example of that. Would we lose some of these 
advantages if our European attribute 1s degraded” 

[Sanberk] Whether we youn the EC or not Turkey plays 
the following role in the region: We think that we are 
obligated to fulfill our responsibility to be good neigh- 
bors. This is a very constructive and positive approach. 
What does it mean to have a responsibility to be eood 
neighbors’ Besides not having any territorial claims or 
expansionist ambitions on our neighbors, cooperation 
with our neighbors on economic, human and cultural 
issues can form a broad zone of peace in the region. That 
would help all of us to develop 

This 1s the basis of the Black Sea project. However, one 
policy 1s not a replacement for another. These are all 
policies that complement cach other. The goal of the 
economic policy Turkey has implemented since the 
1980's 18 to integrate Turkey's economy with the world 
economy. It 1s not to integrate Turkey's economy with 
the EC at any cost and price. That 1s why we opened our 
industry to competition. Not surprisingly, the Eastern 
bloc countnes began implementing the same policies 10 
years after we did it 
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Turkey 1s a country that has played a role of stability and 
moderation in its region. It can do that better if it joins the 
EC, but it can do it even if it does not join it. If it joins the 
EC it can play that role together with the Community. 

[Varol] How can the issue of strategic cooperation with the 
United States be viewed in the context you have outlined? 

[Sanberk] Thank you very much for asking that question. 
Strategic cooperation with the United States also is not 
an alternative to the EC. I said earlier that Turkey's goal 
is tO integrate its economy with the world economy. The 
United States is one of the three large economic powers: 
The United States, the EC and Japan. In this context, the 
EC includes the EFTA nations, the Eastern European 
nations, Turkey, part of the Soviet Union, the Mediter- 
ranean region and North Africa. Strategic cooperation 
with the United States is a complementary component of 
integration with the West and the world economy. It is 
not an alternative to relations with Europe. | see that this 
is interpreted incorrectly in Turkey. This should be 
explained better. 

We have not made a strategic choice between Europe and 

the United States. Turkey 1s a part of the West in general 
and a part of Europe because of geographical and structural 
reasons. Its integration with Europe on economic, trade, 
defense and security 1ssues will be easier to the extent that it 
develops its relations with the United States. It would be 
much better if Europe eventually achieves political union 
and Turkey becomes part of that union. 

‘Specialist’ on Psychological Warfare Branch 

NC0607154091 Istanbul 2000 IKIBIN'E DOGRU 
in Turkish 30 Jun 91 p 9 

[Interview with unidentified civilian specialist employed 
by the Psychological Warfare Department of the Turkish 
National Intelligence Agency and the Presidency for 
Public Relations, TIB, by unidentified correspondent; 
place and date not given] 

{Excerpts} [2000 IKIBIN"E DOGRU] TIB has now come 
to the attention of the public. The names of many 
well-known commanders are mentioned in connection 
with TIB. 

[Specialist] [Passage omitted) TIB undertakes propa- 
ganda aimed at the Turks outside Turkey. Turkey is 
infiltrating them through the Turkish language. Saudi 
Arabia has launched an extraordinarily enormous pro- 
paganda offensive aimed at these Turks. It is spending 
milhons of dollars to spread Islam. If Turkey tries to 
infiltrate the Turkish-inhabited areas outside Turkey 
only through the use of the Turkish language, it will lose. 
For that reason, the idea of combining Turkism with 
Islam, or Turkish-Islamic synthesis, was introduced. | 
know Nurettin Ersin Pasha well. He wanted the issue of 
foreign Turks to be handied in a serious, planned, and 
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programmed manner. He advised that the problem 
should be approached using Turkish-Islamic synthesis. 
He shifted the work on this to the National Security 
Council, for he did not trust Ozal. They set up the TIB 
for this purpose. Retired Vice-Admiral Isik Biren also 
was engaged in these affairs when he was the general 
secretary of the National Security Council. 

Turkish-Islamic synthesis is not new. Now the Saudis 
want to erode the concept of Turkish-Islamic sysnthesis. 
At present Turkism and Islam are struggling for control 
over Turks abroad. There are efforts to infiltrate the 
Turkish-inhabited regions through Islam, with U.S. sup- 
port. It is inconceivable that the Saudis would have 
attempted such a huge project independently of the U.S. 
[passage omitted] 

TIP is engaged im activities solely directed at Turks 
abroad. It is publishing books and is formulating plans 
and programs. [passage omitted] 

[2000 IKIBIN"E DOGRU] What about the operations 
against Armenians abroad” 

[Specialist] The Armenian operation is not the work of the 
military or of the entire organization. At the time there was 
an enormous reaction against the Armenians. The attache 
colonels posted abroad ascertained the places where Arme- 
nians lived in groups. They wanted to blow them up. To 
prevent this, Ankara ordered military police to round up the 
colonels and they were placed under house arrest. | have a 
frend who served in Beirut for 10 years. He says no official 
operation was carned out. Well, were there then no opera- 

tions at all? Of course operations we.e carned out, but they 
were done by nationalist forces. They could infiltrate people 
into Organizations. 

(2000 IKIBIN"'E DOGRU] What about the links 
between the National Security Council and the right- 
wing elements [ulkucu] abroad? Haydar Saltik also was 
directing such an activity. 
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[Specialist] The Turks in Europe are very much divided. 
The National Security Council tried to bring them 
together. The leftists are in pieces, if three of them come 
together they immediately splinter away. The state 
brought together and organized those Turks who are not 
destructive. Members of the National Movement Party 
are easily uniting around the slogan “fatherland- nation™ 
and are siding with the state. Aside from them, the 
Shiites are the most closely attached to Turkey. The 
Shiites abroad are very attached to Turkey. 

Why does Fatih Gullapoglu’s book Operation Sans 
Tanks and Cannons cover past TIB activities abroad” As 
a journalist, he should have focused on the present. But 
it pursued other objectives. Gullapoglu’s sources are 
close to Ozal’s circles. This book was assessed in Ankara. 
We spoke with the pashas involved in this issuc. Gulla- 
poglu’s book is not the entire aspect of this affair, these 
circles also wanted to involve HURRIYET and other 
papers, but this was prevented. 

Psychological warfare never left the Turkish National 
Intelligence Organization. Both these organizations are 
under the Army's control. The colonels mentioned in the 
book are not there anymore, there are lieutenant colonels 
and two colonels. 

The timing 1s interesting. Eymur's book eroded the 
Turkish National Intelligence Organization, and Gulla- 
poglu’s book the National Secunty Council. When these 
institutions are eroded, the Army also is eroded. Only 
the presidential palace’s intelligence organization has 
remained intact. Ercan Vuralhan heads this organization 
at the palace. Gurvit had left behind computerized 
archives which include much information. Kemal 
Yamak also is in the intelligence organization in the 
paliice, but these publications keep him in the back- 
ground so his reputation with the military is not burt. 
Kaya Toperi is engaged in dangerous work. Information 
is being leaked to HURRIYET from a source very close 
to Ozal. Many journalists are serving this purpose. Kaya 
Toperi 1s behind this mischief. [passage omitted] 
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